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These silent sentinels to idle schools tell a stow of  the economic backlash causedlbytile lab0r dispute b0tween 
board andteachers i~ District 88. •Affh0ugh not directly involved in the dispute, 10cal.sch001 bus drivers represent 
nearly $1,000 a day in lost wages. That's $17,000to date that will never,be recovered. 
 "Strc,qg support" for skiers 
• Not even the trappers could 
. .  ragree- at least not those who 
, . are now on the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District board of direc- 
tors - -but  nevertheless the 
• board has strengthened its posi- 
tion from integrated use to 
,'strong support" for the 
development of cr0ss-country 
ski trails at .Onion :Lake. Op- 
posed to this support were direc- 
tors Les Watmough and Gordon 
Rob'inson. Pete Weeber, a 
Hazelton director .and' trapper 
for 14 years, joined other board 
members, however, and sup- 
. • ported the project. 
The strongest proponent of 
the project wasKitimat director 
Dr. Chee Ling, .who described 
the proposal as well thought out 
and a boon to tourism, eco- 
nomic development and the 
general health and fitness of all 
Northwesterners. According to 
Ling, unlike downhill skiing, 
cross-country is n family recrea- 
tional ~'tivity where all age 
groups can participate at a 
minimal cmt. 
He'adds that t~ soon is en. 
virmmemally safe "and with hg the winter. 
"top-quality" organi;~ ski 
trails such as those proposed for 
Onion Lake, the possibility of 
regional, provincial and national 
meets adds potential to tourism 
and economicgrowth in the area 
-- particularlywhen combined 
with facilities like the nearby 
Mount Layton Hot Springs• 
Watmough disagreed with 
Lin~'s evaluation of thedevei- 
opment by saying simply, "Why 
can't they (skiers) use the 
highway? Joggers do." He add- 
ed that the development would 
make trapping "very difficult" 
because trappers would have to 
re-adjust everything they do. 
"Things will never be the same 
as they were before," he says. 
Weeber allowed that trappers 
would be required to make 
"sOme adjustments" and admit- 
ted there was some possibility of 
'°reduc~l revenues", but he 
maintained that the two land 
uses could coexist. According 
to Weeber, trapping muld be 
carried out in the fall and spring 
and crou-muntry skiing would 
be an activity takku3 ~ dur. 
Robinson agreed in part with 
Watmough by pointing out that 
logging and forestry, as well as 
cross-country skiing for that 
matter, were relatively new to 
the area, but the Native popula- 
tion has been in the region for 
hundreds of years and many of 
their trap lines are considered as 
a part of the family. When the 
final vote was taken however, 
Robinson and Watm0ugh were 
the only directors who opposed 
the development. 
The Onion Lake proposal was 
submitted by the Kitimat Cross- 
Country Ski •Club almost a year 
ago. Plans call for a network of 
ski trails suitable for both 
recreation and competition.. 
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frustrated ',ultimatum. was : the, 
result of .more than a year of 
presentations and negotiation 
with council,, council committees 
and the Terrace Kdvisory Parks 
and Recreation •~ Commission. 
• Highe and city aldermen agreed, 
however, that when the project 
was initiated in 1983 there was a 
-',gentleman's agreement" which 
said that construction on the re- 
maining two fields could com- 
~mence once the initial three had 
been. completed to the city' s 
satisfaction. 
The project• has been delayed 
with recurring waves of protest 
over the destruction of the Howe 
Creek habitat, predicted parking 
and noise problems and, most 
recently, flooding- problems 
which the city and Highe agree 
existed long before the project 
and would eventually, become 
the city's problem at some point 
with or without the park 
development• 
The onlyrift in council oc- 
curred during a discussion of 
' ¢on~-ms* end .`.• ~lutim~s  wherr 
Alderman Danny Sheridan 
ieminded fellow council member 
(Dave Hull, who opposed the 
:rde~/elopment; that his position 
wasdifferent prior to his elec- 
tion as a city alderman when he 
was promoting the construction 
of an adult clubhouse at th_e 
park. Hull's lone opposition to 
the completion of the Youth  
Soccer project was officially 
recorded following the vote. 
Trappers endorse plans 
for ski trail development 
The Northwest Trappers' Association has given conditional sup- 
port tO a proposal for the ~levelopment of cross-country ski trails in 
the Onion Lake area. 
In a recent statement association president Otto IAndstrom said 
the group reached a consensus on the matter at si general meeting 
Dec. 16. 
The trail development plan, designed by the Kitimat Cross- 
Country Ski Club and backed by the Ministry of Forests, has been 
Criticized by two local trappers who have traplines In the area. Lind- 
strom said, however, that the association feels the development 
would be an asset o the community and they're prepared to support 
the program as long as the trappers who will be affected receive 
compensation. 
"It's only fair and reasonable," Lindstrom said and indicated 
that the compensation, whether in cash or in the form of other 
trapllne assignments in different areas, should be Jointly born by 
the ski club and the Ministry of Forests. 
"We've had discussioas, and they're aware of our position," he 
said. "1 think we can reach an agreement." 
LOCAL BUSINESSES 'ILLEGAL' FOR A FEW DAYS 
TERRACE --  Several local Apparently, the city normally ' prior to the commencement of 
business operatiom were "il- maib notices of the expiration of budness on Jan. 1. 
legal" earlier this month, but no 
were laid. Aldentmn 
Darryl Laurent brought this 
matter to light recently by saying 
he had received a mmplaint 
from the Chjq.~ber of COOt.. 
ntelge. 
business licenses early in 
December, but according to 
lamrent, in 1988 they missed the 
mark by about 30 days. Most 
budae=es re~ived their notices 
on !:~=. H ~.d were thin ~,  
i x=Ud to tm~ taelr  ~ 
City treasurer Keith Norman 
says the problem arose due to 
staff tryins to update records 
and was mmplicated by the 
December fin epidemic. He says, 
ho~'ver, ev.ety~jP~ Is new up 
to date. 
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. . . .  Enterpris 
,Centre ,t 
be set  .u 
in Terac 
Both the City of Terrace 
• the Regional District of Kiti 
Stikine have stated their SUl 
for .the ~establishment ( 
Business :~nterprise. Cent] 
Terrace. One of 12 t( 
established in the province 
center will-offer a variel 
business counselling, -inf( 
tion, training and fundinl 
vices in.one "store front" outlet 
scheduled to open Apr. 1. 
Services presently slated to be 
housed at the center are the 
Ministry of Advanced Educa- 
• The Great Lakes Brass quintet,  scheduled to play in local schools  last week, changed their p lans in view of local 
condit ions. The group gave two•concerts in the Terrace Arena and wound up the week wi[h a f ive-hour workshop 
at,Knox United Church Saturday that drew 65 students.  Above, t rombonist  Tom Al lan directs a workshop at im . . . .  . : ,  
proviSing •composit ion. • 
.. tion and Job Training, North- 
west Community College, Ter-. : " " ' ' " [] l~  ~ / . i .  " 
race and District Chamber of aw er  ste S I 
Commerce, 16-37 Community; L y p 
Futures and the, Skeena Labour : ' .. , l :  " dl~ l • , . . , l l . : , . . '  1 - ' " " i I  l}'at~ HI Low PreP.. - : " ~ \. i 
Market Development Co]~tILit- dfa l i~Wdl i~r  ~l i~:~r  !' 1 ~ ~1~ " . ] ~ -  - I  ¢3 mmraln, 35.2 cm snow 
tee, • - . .  , _ V -1~51 Ik / .~: lF J in - I lq541~.VV • I : 1 td •' 
LiAccording to B.C. Mimster st- ' i . . l i  ~ n ~ w  ./ : " . 
• Advan.ced Education and .Job TERRACE -- Following. the . According.to .Ma~._inson,. it"l. ... ,2 . 00. . 2.3~Ommr~l?i740.~6oOmmr~o°w .. r ' 
Training Start Hagen, ,'Training recommendation f the .F.inafi..ce,. Was on. hm SU~.estion ' that. the / | ~ o ' f ' s n ' o w  i 
and:.... ent~prise centers Personnel-and. Adminis.tratmn .bear, re.preSenting, the c,ty S. l ~ - < ~ : :  l 
unders.c0~#.~'-"-ihe ~ government's committee; City council" has logo,, was offered .to~e..c!~Y, i. l ~ w e d n e s " :  l 
• 'commitment to~regi0nai.needsin decided to honor, thew c6n~../it- When the.b~r, w...~ offfci~.y..~f- ' ~ ~ _ _  5/-. 
i the lprog~~,a l l ( ]  services it menttoBritton Taxidermy:This • feted to the .ctty; ,howeVer, c~Y" I ~ W  eek' A f ter : "  
d y • ~ : ~1 ~ . • will:Pr°vides:~t:.pro~eHe'"~YS~ipl0~ yer,th trainingcenters M ,Martmson s "ecisi°n" effectivel.,. btd" t~denieSor BormtePeter .administratorportedly "d ew-B°biiam~. . . . . . . . . . .  H "fromS°r rYa . . ~ ~  . - 8 . n o o n . .  highs . . . .  of. .0, over, night..,, lows ~reund... ." 8 . .~--~.  " " ..i.., 
1a f0rmaf ion ; .~  to manage-. Mountain Taxidermy to.pat. hat"and Britton T~dermy was . . . .  
.,rnentLan.'d. supcrvis0ry training; ticiPate .in the mounting Of. a given..,the job~ of m[gUnting the 
~comtm, xty~,, i e~uc~aj~onaL,.., and,.~ Kermode.Sem" gift to,the city , bear for,the',.chY.~ff~'.of Cliarge.. 
!distance.!ear~g r~b.~ces;and . On hearin~g thedecision, Mar. M,ardnson's .:'c[~i~' as tSe 
ib~iness~d ~ononuc develop- tinson advised council that the : originator of the.idea Was later- 
• men[ inf'6~att0n, matter was now in the hands of a backed up by conservation of- 
'::: in.provlding regional access to 
'the Terrace Business Enterprise 
[,Centre, Hagen says Information 
.Access Centres will also be open- 
odin Prince Rupert and Kitimat. 
.~Bo.th will be electronically inked 
to the Terrace office. 
The total cost for the 
province-wide program will be 
$2.5 million over two years. : 
I I :1111 . . . . .  I 
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR. . .  
• ~ ;~:~ ' ; .  ~, '  ~:, 
• ~.~,:~ ..,  
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE... 
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lawyer and this terminated any 
further discussion on the matter. 
Martiiis6n's problem with city 
hall began late last year whenhe 
turned-an illegally-killed. Ker- 
mode .bear •over to conservation 
of f icers . . ,  
ricer Terry.McGunigle. 
The incident has caused the 
city of consider its lack of a 
policy • on receiving gifts, and a 
policy is now in the process of 
being drawn up. 
. 
Treats Garments 
Professionally 
' W i th  " . , ! ,  :}  
ZEPEL beads up water, 
oil, water-based stains and 
oil-ba~ 
ZEPEL is under.'table by 
1. 
..~ ZEPE 
!~,:washm 5 , , ,~  . . . . .  
dry cleanin 8 ~er  dw dean i~g 
. . / . , •  
i:tki e.m.- 6~ _•_ ~_ - - ,~  - -  -oM..v 
I lrl0 e.m.-$~il p,m,.Ikalhumkey 
.. Kmm ¢omem ~ Tat posy on~ 
l d  
to . 
,is 
unam~ed by ZEaL 
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
3une 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug.  23-Sept. 22 
LmnA 
Sept. 23-get .  22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dee. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22 Jan .  19 
AQUAmUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
. . . . . .  A J  
A key position inagroup or organization requi~es 
a lot more of your time than you anticipated. See 
it through. 
Many compliments come your way, but there is 
one who will bring you to your knees--if you 
allow it. 
You might feel in the mood to take a long trip. 
Refresh your mind on foreign places and languages. 
Keepyour valuables in a safe place, away from 
snoopy ones. Keep" insurance policies and taxes 
paidup. . .  
Handle appointments systematically. Keep your 
calendar current to avoid duplicate scheduling. 
Protect your time and the other person's too. 
Do kind things for those you love. Give a stranger 
a boost when you recognize a signal of distress. 
Maintain your down to earth attitude as you go 
out among the populace. There's not much market 
for the aloofness. 
Home life may seem a bit oppressive. Let in the 
light and air. Turn the conversation up to a higher 
degree. 
Considera course of study with a new career in 
mind. The financial picture looks good. 
Search for new financial advantages. The space 
program may have an opening with your name 
onit. 
There are a few surprises--nice ones--in store 
for you. Sleeping dogs are about to wake up. 
Social and group activities open a door to new 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . .  J -  - -  • . . . . . .  l , ,  | L , , I I  ~L  J L 
This emblem Identifies 
the civic-minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
• In the communtty.-.i~, 
Terry t~tki~l l  
~-Vi -- 63S~$672 
• Alma M141"11~I 
~ • 
. .  . , . 
• " .  . 
i 
• "L:'i.:,A!though: help: from an in-. mediator Vine.• Ready, i after- 
•- ~-} dependentimediat0rappeared to ,which the TD.TA requested 
'~, " /:, " :S~ iip the/negotiating process clarification in:~wHting./At 1~/' 
: -:".•betWeen'theSchool District 88 p.mi  Tuesday, Giesbi'~echt said, ' 
.:~ :~bm,rd of:trustees and the :strik- :•the TD'rA had ~ r~eive d no 
.. - .lug ,members of  the Terrac e response. - : 
Di,qtdct~ Teachers' Assodation The remaining issues/nvoive 
• • . .  , 
=cuR.view-- Wednesday, January 25,J989 '3  
crippled, by : 
)otholes 
salaries, with the board .offering' 
14 percent over tWo, years with: 
no change in the grid .and the 
• TDTA .proposing iS .pe icent  
• last weekend,. the ' .two sides quit- 
ta!!dng to each :other Monday 
• with only six/ssues left on the 
table;. • .  
+ . for', /and confirmed. that their 
+ " . ::position +is not .negotiable. 
Hlslop said the board's nego- 
:tintor, Mary Saunders, flew 
back • to Vancouver Monday. 
TDTA president Helmut Gies- 
brecht said, however, the union 
is still.waiting for written conflr- 
• marion of tbatflnal offer. Gles- 
brecht said it was deliver, dYer- 
- bally to the TDTA bargaining 
-team Monday evening by 
r " " " At 1 .p.m. yesterday board~ over the same peflo6 with a one- 
vice chairman Lavern :,HisloP,. step shortening of the:grid; the 
who has,  been: ' heading the dispute over class~sizes; prof, s- 
negothiting committee, sald the sional development; benefits; an 
: TDTA has the board's "final of- item involving substitute 
i teachers; and-a clause concern- 
ing TDTA membership. 
"We've hit the bottom o f  the 
barrel," Hislop said, "If the 
teachers want any more, •they 
can take it out of their salaries." 
"We wait. Meanwhile, the 
schools are dosed," Giesbrecht 
remarked2 
For a summary of  the week's 
events, see page 4. 
,Evidence of corrosion, snowdrift Or pothOle? This victim of winter abuse lies suspiciously 
close to the devastating Kalum St. pothole• 
i! uden beg "Itshook the heck out of us," says Terrace St  t s in ex a rn s resident Phillip Bergh. He was speaking of our 
, .. infamous city pothole network and the damage 
:Inspite of thecurrent labor Literature 12 Friday morning 
;dispute in School District 88; and Chemistry 12 Friday :after-- 
198 Grade 12 Caledonja~Senior. ,~-noon, Next week's chedule con"- 
Secondary students.:::i:began sists, of ::French 12 Monday 
writing government exams,todaF~i morning, :Physics 12, Monday 
as. scheduled;: A~:cording :to:  aft,moon, ,Googrliphy 12 Tue~;. 
Caledonia principal::BiH:-St~'n.: .daymorningandf'mallyAlgebra 
all students were • given '. the 12 Tuesday afternoon. 
.choice of •writing the exams , S[uni ~ asks~ that al l  stutlents 
,, :~eiihe~-:at Caledonia or Veritas •sh6w-up wit ilia pep and pencil~ 
School. and about• 80 percent 20 minutes,b~f0re the scheduled 
chose Caledonia.: .,. _..i ' ' ' " .i. ,~  o f  each exam, at the~loca'- 
..... :: He says tfiat::d/e~!Ministry of" ~'~i~n they have"i-e-selected; He 
adds that anyone having ques- 
tions or concerns hould phone 
Bill Sturn or Marc Frey at 
635-6531. " 
Education has advised that due 
rathe labor dispute, ,all govern- 
ment exam marks will .• be com- 
pared with school peYformance, 
• individuai student performance. 
and .  provincial averageS. If :. 
significant dffferenees~e:f0uhd : " ': 
.in individual ,performance, the 
mark, ~vil| ~hen be reviewed by 
• , . . 
:the Board of Examiners and the 
markwil l  be adjudicated ac, 
cordingly, 
Sturn says that the exam 
schedule consists of a morning 
• session beginning at 9 a.m. and 
an afternoon session, beginning 
at I p.m. He saysthat the sched- 
ule begins today with •English 12 
being written in the morning and 
Communications 12in the after~ ' 
noon. ~ 
Other exams scheduled for 
this week are History 12 Thurs- 
day morning, Biology 12 Thurs- 
day afternoon, English 
Mobile 
therapy 
The Arthritis Society Occupa- 
tional Van and two therapists 
visited the Northwest his fall. 
The Occupational Therapy 
Van visits B.C communities 
without 0,T. services. Four or 
five therapists are available to 
do these tours, which take three 
weeks each time, spring and fall. 
Jackie Harris at the Arthritis 
Centre in Vancouver is the 
"Treatment Senior" and co- 
ordinates the ~ van's tours with 
those people in the Northwest 
needing assistance. 
they can do -- to car, driver and passengers. 
Two ttres destroyed and one bent nm were the- 
:,result o ' f~  most recent encounterwhen hiscar 
~teritlly'fellinto a two-foot: Kalum St. pothole! 
_':just no~ Of the Park Ave. intersectionat 8 = 
. : "  i f ?  • ' " -  , .  , • . ' • • 
p.m. ls.~t' Thursday mght. 
De~cr ib ing  himself as "one angry 
househoid~*.: Burgh is even more  upset 
because ~t~ l~t  week most potholes in city 
With water and mws~ble to the eye.But Public 
.Works director.of operations John Colongard 
says city cre~vs are Working under the same 
disadvantage. He  says that under "conditions 
like those: experienced last week, potholes" can 
- appear overnight and go unnoticed until some- 
one complains. 
Colongard also adds that Berghwasn't the 
only local resident who found hidden potholes 
that same day. As a result, he says, a two-man 
crew went to work at about 9 p.m. last~Thurs- 
day and used 1,500 pounds of patching material 
in order to fill a number of potholes. "They're 
almost impossible to find," he says, ',but crews 
fill them as soon as they possibly can.,' 
In checking with one local repair shop, 
several other victims were found in addition to 
. the $100-plus experience of Bergh. Satwant Gill 
lost $I00 in the same pothole as Bergh and 
another resident, Robert Fisher, found that still 
waters run deep when he gave up $120 worth of, 
rubber in a related incident on the same day. • 
GETTING THE MOST 
YOUR COMPUTER?  
~ . ,  4 4 . r 
ARE YOU 
OUT OF 
Lined up like victims of war, these abused 
tires in a local repair shop were damaged 
by a minefleld of potholes in Terrace 
streets. The Public Works Department has 
responded to complaints with patching 
crews. .. 
I . 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER. 
' : - 0mE-on-ONE Training in Most Business/14plPllCatlo~ 
Dairy Queen will 
donate 65¢ of every 
-.ON.SITE Softwtra Troubleshooting 
. . . . . .  large milkshake sold 
- ACCOUNTING Software installation & Conversions inmJor. 
I  MOthers' Marchi i i:1 
• Please support, this worthy cause. ! 
4), 
" " ! - . i :  
k 
And tha' .....  i:'7 t s: funal.....
Over the past week negotiations betweenthe board '• 
and teachers in SchoOl District S8 continued to'hiccup 
along like a car with a defective clutch, although there 
was a burst of acceleration when rni~diat0r Vines Ready -----~- 3 ' "  
took the wheel over the weekend. Itappearswe're down ¢~7- f7" - ' -~  
tO the final crunch. . 
The following sequence of events occurred ovei" the [ !.; ( i  
past week: 
January 17-  After five:days of • bargaining 28 items 
had been Signed off. The l~0ard :was offering: 12:4 
percent salary increase over two: years, the TDTA was 
asking for a grid increase of 18 percent over the same 
period,, which could come to anywhere ,between 19 and 
27 percent with other changes,-depending on which of 
the board's figures you •picked. 
3anuary 18 The TDTA suggested the use of a 
private mediator to speed things up. While the board 
was considering the idea, •they received a• fax message 
from .the Industrial Relations Commissioner, Ed Peck, 
indicating he*had appointed an IRC mediator for the 
dispute. Peck had been quoted the previous day as say- 
ing the IRC wouldn't get.involved. A spokesperson for 
the IRC-said no one from Terrace requested the media- 
don. 
3anuary 19 - -  IRC mediator Barry Goff left for 
Terrace,• but weather prevented the plane from landing 
and he ' returned to Vancouver. He came back on the 
evening flight, spoke-to the board, was advised the 
TDTA wouldn't accept his services, and returned to 
Vancouver. 
January 20-  The board and TDTA agreed to engage 
the.services of private mediator Vince Ready. 
January 21-23 - -  B~rgaining went on non-stop from 
10 a.m.,Saturday'to'2 a~.m;=Monday • Ready booked out- 
and_ left ford prior commitment after delivering the 
board's "final offer". There were six items left, in- 
cluding salaries and class size. 
Robert Gage, acting director of the Ministry of  
Education School Finance Branch, says the local board 
will be getting some of the unpaid teachers' wages back 
- -  but not much. Gage said the Ministry calculatesthe 
amount of the rebate by treating each strike day as 
1/200th of the school year and using a budget-sharing 
ratio to determine what Part of the wages would have 
been paid by local taxes. The ratiohere is 8S.99 percent 
paid by the province, so the district is getting back about 
$5,000 a day. 
# , 
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Amidst (my computer's spell- 
check didn't reject'it so' l::~guess i 
it's a wordl) the preponderance 
of bad and sad news that we've 
been besieged with during 
January, comes this piece of 
good news, which my political 
acquaintance Mr. ~heridan will 
have presented to Council by 
the time you read this, endear- 
ing himself forever to the aged, 
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Perspectives 
" 2 " 
by Bob Jaokman 
, ' The~deet ion  minutes are undoubtedly~ 
an emba~ss~ent ,  or should be, and will queer/ 
relationships with the outlying directors on the  - 
Regional District Board."  ~ " 
you keep the tax money and in- 
vest it, even at a lousy 8% or 
so, you'll make another 
$17,653 in interest while, ac- 
the widowed, the handicapped, cumulating the $30,253.75 in 
and landed immigrants wi'th a .. capital that you would have 
minimum of one year~'s paid the gang at Ci ty  Hall. 
residence in our fair province. 
The Land Tax Deferment 
Program has been around for a 
few years, and it's a d-a-n-d-y! 
Now, "would you. rather be 85 
and flat broke, or 85 with a 
nest egg of $48,000 and a tax 
bill that you never have to pay? 
According to the brochure, you To top this wonderful 
may never have to pay property ~scenario off, there's only been 
taxes again, about four enquiries in this 
an entire column to the deal.• 
I like Jack. I'd like to think 
he's tackling some of the prob- 
lems at City Hall (did I men- 
tion the administrator's 
brother-in-law's legal• firm got 
another cheque last month, 
bringing the total since mid: 
November to $8,0007). As 
mayor-, Mr. Talstra has the pre- 
rogative of setting the agenda, 
deciding which items are in. 
camera, and placing respon- 
sibility on staff to carry .out 
Let's say you're 65, your 
house is paid off ,  and your net 
taxes are $600 after deducting 
the homeowner's grant. The 
stats say if you're alive at 65,. 
you'll live till you're 85; If 
taxes increase 8% per year, 
you'll pay $30,253.75. to the 
gang at. City Hall before you 
pack it in, more if  your assess- 
ment keeps rising. 
If your $60,000 house rises in 
value at 4% per year, it will be 
worth $131,000 and change. 
You will have to pay interest 
• on the unpaid taxes, let's use a 
10% figure, compounded, of
$22,000. (Well, YOU don't pay 
i t ,  your EaTA TE does); 
When you go to your 
reward, your estate pays the 
outstanding balance, and your 
rotten kid gets almost $80,000 
- -  not a bad sum considering 
the little twerp hasn't written 
or phoned since 1997. 
If you have no heirs, so 
much the better. You should 
take advantage of the program 
with no quailns"whatsoever, If 
area since the program started. 
You can get back at City Hall, 
if you're so inclined, by mak- 
ing them set up all the paper- 
work so they can claim taxes 
you didn't pay from the pro- 
vincial government. Just ask 
the Collector of Taxes, the City 
Treasurer, for more infOrma- 
tion. Heq] be happy to help.~. 
• You may agree or disagree 
about the ethics of Kitimat and 
Terrace Councils electing a
Regional District Chairman 
among themselves prior to the 
RD meeting, effectively dis- 
enfranchising the rural elected 
members. 
What is more interesting, in
its own way, is that the deal 
they cut was published in the 
minutes and submitted to an 
open Council meeting; I: 
honestly can't believe that the 
Mayor is so arrogant that, with 
two years remaining in his 
term, he would disregard the 
possible consequences -- one 
columnist has already devoted 
Council's wishes. 
The RD election minutes are 
undoubtedly an.embarrass- • 
merit, or should be, and will 
queer elationships with the . . . .  
outlying directors on the 
Regional District Board. The 
municipal audit, which pointed 
out some major failings, -. 
similarly, appeared on the agen- 
da before Aldermen had a 
chance to digest and respond to • 
it. Minutes of TEAC meetings; 
become news before Council 
has a chance to discuss them in 
committee and either atify or 
overturnthem• Commission 
members quite rightly get 
discouraged when they are ., 
pumped up by staff reps, only /~ 
to have Council nullify a deci- " 
si0n a month  or  so  later. 
I can't believe that J~ck and 
the rest o f  Counc i l  are setting 
themselves up deliberately for 
this abuse.  The  quest ion  re- 
mains "Who.ls?,, You might 
alsoask Why? and  howlong  ..... . " 
• before Councddamps dew 7, ,~ 
,., . . . . .  ., : .  ~ ~;  ',i :.::~i.~:?,i: 
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Do you think the labor dispute that 
closed local schools will result inn  : 
- long term improvement in.the quality _ .... :, ;i :!i!~).,~/,: 
'L,..., :,-, ~,._ .*L of .educat ion .here?  . • . .. ,>, . . . . . .  
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Shane King 
(Grade 10) 
If they get what they 
want right away it might 
help -- if It reduces the 
sizes of the classes for In. 
stance. Waiting around 
will decrease the benefits. 
Mlchelle Lnrose 
I think the strike is in- 
terfering with education 
In a negative way. 
.OdeUo Guedn 
I really don't know. 
Perhaps In reducing the 
<class sizesIt might help. 
They are losing a lot  of 
good Work time. However, 
• We are always hoping for 
better teaching. 
( 
irene Kuhar 
I hope so, but it's hard 
to say. Both sides should 
give a little. Exams are 
coming up and It makes it 
difficult for the students. I
Just hope they settle it all 
now and there are no 
more strikes! 
Trevor Andrew 
(Grade 11) 
No. The only thing it 
could Improve is class 
sizes. It's not doing us any 
good~-- we have finals 
next weekl 
Bob Bloomfield 
(from Kitimat) 
,l!m not sure. It will prob- 
ably put the school tax up 
a little, but if people want 
the quality to keep from 
decreasing, they will have 
to be prepared to pay a lit- 
tie. I think it would be bet- 
ter to have one contract 
province-wide. 
Big Band Dancesucceeds, with help 
Letter 
To the Editor; 
' on behalf of the Terrace and 
Th0rnhill Band Pare'nis Associa- 
tion, I would like to thank all 
those who helped make the 1988 
Big Band Dance a success. I 
especially want to thank the 
Board of School District //88, 
and Mr. Geoff Straker and the 
staff of Skeena Junior Secon. 
dary School for the use of school 
facilities; and the Kinsmen and are: 
the City of Terrace for the use of 
tables. 
Thank you to those mercliants 
who donated prizes, helped in 
food preparation, and handled 
ticket sales. Thank you, too, to 
the many parents and students 
who prepared food, decorated, 
set up before, and cleaned, up 
after the dance; and to the band 
teachers for their, help and 
organization. A few individuals 
deserve a S lX~ial mention. They 
Judi Anderson who 
organized the advertising, and 
Rose Stevenson who took reser- 
vations; Debbie and Daniel 
Parnell who headed the foods 
committee, and Bill Edmonds 
and Rich Pearce who organized 
bar service; and Claudia Ed- 
monds, President of the Band 
Parents Association, who head- 
ed the decorating and cleanup 
crews, and kept all committees 
coordinated. 
Gloria Jon=, SecretarY, 
Band Parents Association. 
. ,  • . - . •  
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i d  p C=, ,oe  regatta-.w n.s. u .. 
To the Editor; . 
• On behalf of the Kermode 
Canoe Regatta, Norm and Val 
Belina would .like to thank all of 
-the local businesses who con- 
tributed so ge.nerously to the 
canoe regatta over the years. We 
greatly appreciated your dona- 
tions, whether is was merchan- 
dise, .c~h, Oft Certificates, or 
the gift of  time of the many 
volunteers. 
We'd fike to give a special 
thank you to: Terrace Search 
and Rescue, Terrace RCMP, 
Norlakes Construction, Duane 
Anderson, J0hfi Kustas and 
LindsaYs Ca/~ge, and Fish and 
Wildlife ,personnel who were 
there on the river every ear for 
us with safety boats and equip- 
ment. 
Also, thank you to the Ter- 
race Centennial Lions who gave 
us their• support through the 
years. 
1 
We regret o inform you that 
we will n0tbe organizing any 
more canoe races. As of our last 
race in 1987 during Riverboat 
Days, we were left with a 
balance of $441•77, and we 
decided to send the entire 
amount o Timmy's Christmas 
Telethon in December. The 
perpetual trophies will be on 
display at the Chamber of Com- 
merce'0ffi(:e, " . . . . . . .  • • , - - 
Thank-y0u again.to all con- 
tributorsand assisthnts, and to 
all of the contestants who made 
:every race a success. " • ' . . . . .  
Norm and Val Belina, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Grateful for protection 
To the Editor; 
Re: the letter from Joan Cox 
published in the Jan• 11 Terrace 
Review• 
If you had been harassed and 
browbeaten as I was for no 
justifiable reason -- as was 
proven to be the case by a 
Ministry-appointed review 
1 
r 
J 
• ~ L c!_ 
"1 
board parallelfing the 1981 
teachers' strike because Of, th is  -, 
injustice - -  then you would be~ " ' : ' 
most grateful to have the pr0tec'- 
ti'on of the TDTA and the BCTF 
morally and lawfully. 
Roy M. Greening, 
Retired Principal. 
School District #88., 
- - JThe  Mutual Group 
Facing Tomorrow 
Together 
.The.Mutual Gr0up~ince,.Zs6s~. 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Accessib le& Attractive office 
Frank Donahue r ,= 
I f  you don't  talk to your Accountant or Banker 
about Financial Planning: you should talk to US. 
THE MUTUAL GROUP (since 1868) 
Your financial objectives hould contain: 
Life Insurance - -  Adequate provision for your 
family, debts, expenses emergency funds and 
special bequests. 
Term: (death benefit only) 
Universal Life: (deferred tax savings) 
Disability Insurance - -  accident or illness - -  wage 
continuance W.C.B.  comparable or extended, in- 
terlock WCB & UIC or stand alone, 24 hour in- 
cluding partial disability. 
Estate Planning - -  Wills, and adequate documen- 
tation to fulfill all your bequests. 
Deposits & Cash Flows - -  Providing emergen- 
cy/opportunity funds Education; debt control; 
retirement plans. 
Tax Planning - -  Preparation and analysis of tax 
returns. Full use of your exemptions, deductions 
(credits). 
Savings & Investments - -  Degree of risk necessary 
for your objectives. Flow through shares to term 
depositl reviewed. 
Group Benefits --  Augment and extend, not 
duplicate. 
Fee's & Charges - -  EXCEPT FOR STOCK 
FUNDS; NONE OF UR DEPOSIT PLANS 
CARRY ANY FRONT-BACK OR MIDDLE 
CHARGESt 
Located at Skeena Mall (Terrace) 
Monday to Saturday, 9:30 - 6:00: Friday til 9:00 
Ask those who deal with us, courteous, 
caring and competent; We Do It Better 
- _ - _ ~ .= - - _ . . . . . . . . . . . .  ", ~ .  , , , . - ~ , , . . , . . - - ~  . . . . .  ~,~.~,.~;.~;,~,.,,.,~.~%.~t~,&~..iC~.O-~.~.o,z¢~ , ~ ,~.  ,,,, ~ ,  
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 :; ,:Electron ic al tens i   : 
Commentary by Stephanle Wiebe 
. , ...• In this age of video cassette 
, players, microwave ovens and 
. computers, ometimes I Wonder 
about the long-term effects on 
our generation. Some days I: 
want to fast-forward the kids, 
radiate the laundry, and delete 
the cat. And these computers 
give me an Excedrin headache. 
What a relief to see that 
Rainer Giannelia-is writing a 
column about computers. 
Hopefully, he will help out 
those of us who have regular 
computer crises. Well, Ralner, 
I have a problem. The com- 
puter is threatening my sanity. 
Question: Why is it that a 
ten-year-old child can figure 
out programs that a thirty- 
three-year-old can't7 I can 
type, I can play "Wheel of 
Fortune", but ] can't use 
MicroSoft Word. A ten-year- 
old has shown me how simple 
this program is, but it scram, 
bled my mind when I tried it. 
Question: Sometimes I get~ 
the feeling that my computer is 
smirking at me. How can I 
shop t~s? I've tried hitting it, 
cursing at it, and even resorted 
to smirking back. The only 
response I get is "Bad Corn: 
mand". I told the computer, 
"You are a stupid-machine, 
and' I 'man intelligent human 
being. Nya, nya, .ya." The 
computer calmly replied "Ba 
Command". How can I argu 
withthat? . . . . . .  
• Question: When my husba 
brings the MS-DOS manual  
bed, does this mean.thehone 
moon is over? . .  
I don't think these questio 
can be answered. Computers 
are taking over our lives, ant 
it's beyond our control. Banl 
grocery stores, libraries, and 
most major businesses use c( 
puters. This newspaper was 
typeset by computer. We car 
not escape these electronic 
aliens. 
Luckily, my own. career is 
safe. They can never com- 
puterize the position of 
Domestic Love Goddess, 
Household Slave, or whatew 
title I choose for this profes. 
sion. The computer can new 
take the garbage cans out to 
the street and then yell at th 
snow p~w when it knocks 
them into the culvert. The c 
puter can never put a Band- 
on the scraped knee and "k: 
it better". The computer ca 
never entertain the family, w 
impressions of old Uncly Tc 
with his.funny-inside-out liI 
I almost feel sorry for it. 
Poor stupid machine. 
Hydro warns public 
B.C: Hydro safety advisers 
are warxiing the public of two 
unusual hazards which can be 
created during windstorms and 
which can cause unnecessary 
danger to the public and Hydro 
l inemen., 
On several occasions when 
Hydro line crews have arrived at 
the scene of a downed power 
line, the fallen trees have been 
sawn up, probably for firewood, 
even though the downed line was 
still entangled in the branches. 
"People are taking a terrible 
chance by even going near a 
fallen power line," say.s Hydro 
safety co-ordinator Earle Prit- 
chett. "They have no way of 
knowing if the line is dead. Just 
touching a branch in contact 
w i th  a live power line could 
result in electrocution." 
Anyone seeing a downed line 
should call Hydro or the police 
immediately. 
The other unusual hazard can 
be created by the use of portable 
generators  during power 
outages. It is possible for power 
from the .generator to "feed 
back" into outside power lines 
and endanger linemen working 
on previously de-energized lines. 
To avoid this danger, Hydro 
advises that generators be used 
only for essential purposes uch 
as powering a freezer to save 
:I! perishable goods. If a generator 
t 'i must be used to power the whole building, the main electrical 
.switch should be placed in the 
"o f f "  position.to prevent feed- 
.~  back, The same precautiom ap- 
• p ly  tO obtaining power throtzgh 
I~  ¢xt~sion cords from a neighbor 
not affected by the outage, 
Anyone seeing a power line 
down should warn others to stay 
clear and call Hydro immediate- 
ly. No attempt should be made i 
to move lines, even if they are 
blocking a roadway. 
"The public can't tell if the 
wire is a high-voltage line or not, 
and wires that appear dead may 
not be," sayd Pritchett. 
The possibifity of a power line 
falling on a vehicle is of special 
concern and motorists hould he 
aware of the proper safety pro- 
cedure. 
"Stay where you are, warn 
others to keep away from the 
vehicle, and have someone call 
Hydro or the police," says Prit- 
chett. "You'll be safe as long as 
you stay :in the car, but if you 
must get out, leap free of the car 
with no part of you touching it 
and the ground at the same 
time." 
weighing 9 lbs, 4 oz. oil contract 
TERRACE"  The city has given 
the 1989 lubricating oil contract 
to the Vancouver firm of  Vinco 
Oil. According to the Public 
Works Department Vmco's bid 
of $5,618 was the lowest re- 
ceived, it offers an annual saving 
of $600 compared with other 
bids, and their product i~,well re- 
ceived by a number of other 
municipalities. Other bids re- 
ceived came from Chevron at 
$6,220.62, the Terrace Co'op 
for $6,853.50, PetroCan at 
$7,346 and Esso at $7,367.65, 
. " " = 
. -  • • . 
Local dance fans.fortunate,enough to have gotten tickets will be treated to.images like this 
Saturday evening when the;world famous Royal Winnipeg Ballet appears at the R.E,M. Lee 
Theatre. The group is currently • on an extensive .Canadian =tour, iand 4he-Terrace per- 
formance is under the sponsorship of the:Terrace and District Arts Council;-Tickets for the 
eVent:sold out soyeral weeks ago ; -  . . .  . : . .  ' . . . .  ; 
I I - 
Vinco wins 
i f  you wish to announce ~ " 
the birth of.YOUR baby, please tiff out the form 
available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial 
Hospital.• We will pick up your forms every week. 
CLINE - -  Fred and Delphine are the proud parents of first little 
daughter (and first granddaughter), Chelsea Dawn, born January 10, 
1989 weighing 6 lbs. 12 oz. A big thank you to the maternity ward 
staff at Mills Memorial Hospital. 
PETERSEN - -  Karen (nee Timmerman) and John are pleased with 
the arrival of their second son, Nevin Wayne, on December 29, 1988 
Member of AFS Whe Se~l©e 
,. . '..!iv 
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: _!:/~:iAccording to Interior Uni- 
' Versity ~:S0ciety .direct0r Ron. 
• EaSt, Minister of Advanced 
EdUcation Stan Hagen is "still 
ig~noring,' the. society's feasi- 
• " bilitystudy and the Angus Reid 
study of. publi c support for a 
"University of the North". In- 
• ~ . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~ ; :  ' 
~--  / .  - 
k 
_" . ' ->~:  . ~: ,  . . . .  
TERI~qCE - -  City council has 
adopted: an in-camera Commit- 
tee of  the Whole report which 
outlines thepriorities for various 
committees in the coming year. 
. First, Pla~ining and Public 
Works will be looking at the 
Okanagan Skeena Group shop- 
ping center and its related traffic 
safety study; this will be fol- 
lowed by a look at traffic safety 
at the Highway 16/Kenney St. 
intersection, cost sharing for 
upgrading the west portion of 
Halliwell rates third on the list, 
turning radius concerns at the: 
Hwy. 16/Tetranlt .St. intersec- 
stead, says East, Hagen :is 
pushing for four-year degree- 
granting status for specific B.C. 
colleges. 
"Trade schools are trade 
schools.., colleges are colleges... 
and universities are unwer- 
Ca l l s  e t te r .w  no  • > .... " b l i t z  : fo r /  r, t i  
. . . .  . .  - " -  . - .  
be mixed Without wiping out one 
of ,the entities. And for this 
reason the Society holds firm on 
the need for a full, free-standing 
university :.to serve the northern 
half: of the province." 
.East says that Hagen's depart- 
recently issued sities," says East. :,'They cannot ,ment a news 
Committees set pr!orities 
[iy cS ii: ts targets 
release noting Okanagan public 
support - -  1,000 petitioners and 
three MLA's -- for a four-year 
program at Kelowna, and Hagen 
himself also wants to implement 
similar program .at the College 
of New Caledonia in Prince 
George. At the same ,time, ac- 
!19897 
1"I 
tion is placed fourth, and public 
and city• concerns related:: to 
home occupations will be ad- 
dressed last . . . . .  
Community and l Recreation 
Service~ Will first addressl the 
current situation with the swim- 
ruing pool expansion project, 
tal<e a last Iookat Christy Park 
with its drainage p~oblems and 
McConnell resident complaints, 
recreational user fees will be 
reviewed once again, and finally 
there will be discussion On the 
development of  a full service 
tourist facility for •Ferry Island. 
Finance, Personnel and Ad- 
ministration • will be dealing with 
the ongoing Kermode bear prob- 
lem before discussing •aPrOpoSal 
to hire a computer, systems 
analyst to review the city,s com- 
puter system, and finally --  an 
issue closely related to the Ker- 
mode bear ---reviewing the 
city'spolicy on accepting ifts 
will come undei discussion. 
The Committee of the Whole 
will review the Interior Universi- 
ty proposal and the possibility of 
offering land for its future 
development,  the city's • 
economic planning and develop- 
ment plans, will come. under 
Pedestrian safety campaign begins 
T I~CE --  The city has traffic safety study are known, their own safety-- even when in  
asked the RCMP to launch a :  According to reports from a crosswalk; 
pedestrian/driver education and both the Finance and Public "~ ..... ,, ~ /:. 
enforcement campaign over the Works committees of municipal , Areas:ofmajor. concern oted 
next.few weeks in order to ira. !'icouncil, Terrace RCMP feel that. in the reports are Lakelse cross. 
prove safety awareness ini th~ : both :,i i~destfians ~ and 'drivers:- walks ate.McDonald's, and the 
city. The eampalgn is aresult-of .need t&be edU~tediri crosswalk Center of  the ;4600block at • the 
growing concerns:~)ver thesafe- safety; In other Words, drivers " Inn of the:: West; The RCMP 
ty Of our main street and iwil l  need to be more aware of pedes- have suggesteda pedestrian con- 
provide an interim measure until i. trians-land ped~ti' i~~ h,E~l 'tO ...... trbH~ 'fl~liih-~ --light f0r-the. 
the results of a full of  a full scale accept more responsibility .. for latter. " 
scrutiny• along with the Com- 
munity.. Futures program, a 
number of issues concerning 
Riverboat Days will be looked 
at, the Senior Citizens' Housing 
proposal will be discussed and 
ways of support.looked at, and 
finally the  application of city 
policies will come up for review. 
The last committee on the fist, 
the Tourism and Economic De- 
: v.elOpmentC0mmittee, has only 
one item on its priorized •agenda 
to date: a complete review of the 
city's tourism function. 
cording to East, Hagenhas  
made no indication that he is in- 
terested in Northwest Com- 
munity College or Peace River's 
Northern Lights College. 
In comparing support for an 
Okanagan facility, East points 
out that the Northern university 
concept is supported by 15,000 
residents. 
East says that•a " f lood"  of 
letters are required to change the 
government's mind. "Politi- 
cians don't ignorepubl ic out- 
cries and giant piles of mail on a 
single i ssue , "  he says: 
Therefore, East says that > the 
society is urging everyone con- 
cerned to voice their opinion by 
writing Stan Hagen, Minister of 
Advanced Education, Parlia- 
ment Buildings, Victoria, B.C. 
Terrace residents can drop their 
letters off at CFTK for bulk 
mailing.. 
"Simply say you demand this 
government get off its duff and 
grant a Charter for the Universi- 
ty of the North," says East. 
"Let's show them ther~'is 'Life 
Beyond Hope' in Northern 
B.C." , 
. ;~ . . . . .  ;" .? 
Local restaurant caters to kids 
Parents often wonder what their kids rea l ly  
like to eat. Now, a local ~estaurant is giving 
them the chance to find out as Savala's, 4644 
Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, launches its firstever 
Kid z Only Buffet on January 31, Scheduled for 
Tuesday evenings .only, the buffet is available 
from 5:00 to 8:00 p.m. at a Cost of $4.95 per 
• child• 
The Kidz Only Buffet night is designed as a• 
party the whole family can share. Colorful 
balloons, and live entertainment such as jug, 
glers, clowns or singers all add to the festive 
mood. ~ • 
As soon as each family is seated, children are 
invited to ch0ose a fancy drink (such as a 
Kariboo Kicker,or a Queen of Quesnel) from a 
'cocktail' tnenu., 'Bottomless' glasses of soft 
weekly selection includes •everything from hot 
dogs to spaghetti as well as salads, fried 
chicken, pizza and other favorites. 
Kids are encouraged to help themselves to 
whatever they want.. They can pile their plates 
high with fries, skip vegetables, even eat dessert 
firstl 
Clowns, jugglers or singers provide live -- 
and lively -- entertainment. To wind up the 
evening, each child is presented with a com- 
memorative balloon as he or she leaves the res- 
taurant. 
Grownups have not been forgotten, They will 
be able to choose from Savala's regular menu 
Which features a ~de variety of steaks, seafood 
and pasta dishes, as well as a salad bar. 
Savala's.lOdz/Only Buffet i s  available very 
Tuesday evening for children 12 and under, at .drinks are available free throughout theeve- 
nins. " . . . .  ,::~ $4.9$per.chiid, " ,, , .  ; . ,.. , 
.•,..-. The IO~ 0 .~ ~ffe~ . . . . . . .  : . . . .  fi" 
.• . .,:,',' ii ~ 
. .  • . [ ]  ' ,  
Hazeiton :w,ns 
" :"  ¢ . ;  " t 
bantam house  
Hazelton bantams won the top teams then advancing to 
• team-shortened annual Terrace medal games. - 
Minor Hockey 'bantam house Instead of handing out rib- 
league tournament a  the Ter- boned medals this year, mini- 
race Arena on Jan. 14 weekend, trophies were presented, and 
.Hazelton won all four of their 
r0und-robin matches, then beat 
Terrace Northern Motor Inn %4 1 
in the championship game. 
The tournament was original- 
ly scheduled for eight eams, but 
went down to seven a few days 
before starting. On opening 
night, the Series dropped even 
further in talent when road con- 
'ditions prevented Prince Rupert 
and Stewart entries from at.- 
tending. 
So, instead of two divisions 
for round-robin with cross-over 
finals, organizers et up a com- 
plete five-team round robin with 
each team went home with 
awards. -- 
Smithers won third-place tro- 
phies for beating Ironworks of 
Terrace 6-2 in the playoff for 
third and fourth. 
Ironworks w0und up with tro- 
phies for being the most inspira- 
ti0nal team. 
Last-place skeena Cellulose 
peewees took home minis for be- 
ing the most sportsmanlike 
team.  
• .Scores .of all games, plus 
names of game, stars and round- 
robin standings can be found in 
this week's ports scoreboard. 
Highe sees Dutch 
soccer connection 
Terrace Youth Soccer,s Don 
Highe has just come back from 
an exploratory trip to Holland 
for information on possible 
local and  area participation i a  
major: Dutch tournament. 
Highs liked what he saw and 
iheard, and hopes his informa- 
tion is of value for future trips to 
Europe.- 
Haarlem Cup Tournament, and 
explore reciprocal arrange- 
merits," Highs told us. 
:"We were given a tour of 
facilities for the cup. They use 
80 playing fields and had about 
500 teams last year ."  "" --" ' ;  
Highe said the series covers all 
age groups -- from youth (under 
10) to adult. 
"Basically it was to explore The cost factor, he said, of  
possibilities to send teams to the flyi'ng overseas i n't that bad. 
• ,- ' . i,That"s if you consider 
bel Io " Re S s e:.,,,,oo per playernot bad," he said. "They need at least a year. to Rupert- "to line up . a trip. once ihey de; 
Kitimat's Mount Elizabeth 
Rebels lost 76-68 to Prince 
Rupert Rainmakers in the first 
meeting of these senior high 
school boys'  triple 'AAA' 
basketball teams at Kitimat on 
Jan. 13. 
Rainmakers got 21 points 
from Rick Tolman, while Rebels 
had a 30-point effort from Gary 
Reid. 
In the girls' game, Rupert 
Rainbirds came up with a 65-56 
win over Kitimat's Orcas. 
Cheryl Kinton has 20 for 
Kitimat. 
Bantams 4th 
i '  
The Terrace Inland Kenworth 
bantam minor hockey team's 
record of two wins and four 
losses at the six.team Burns 
Lake tournament on Jan. 14 
weekend was good enough for 
fourth-place overall. 
Terrace started with a 5-3 vic- 
tory over Chetwynd. Then they 
• lost three in a row --  5-2 to 
Burns Lake, 3-3 to 100 Mile 
.HOUr; and .5-~ to.Quesnel. 
' The'it; fifth game w~'a '6 -3  win  
over  Mackenz ie ,  put t ing - them 
into a pla, yoff for third and 
fourth against Chetwynd. 
.~.twynd won Terri~e,s last 
ime . . . . .  - - 
cide to go, there's three accom- 
modation types available. 
"The first and ch~pest is 
having the kids sleep in tents oii 
the soccer fields. They only sleep 
in the tents -- washing, bathing 
and toilet facilities are separate. 
They're fed at this locale as 
well." 
Highe said they also have a 
youth hostel arrangement and, 
of course, hotel accommodation. 
We asked Highe if, with hun- 
dreds and hundreds of outside 
players, the Dutch would have 
sufficient hotel space. "No 
problem," he said. 
The tourney takes place in the 
town of Haarlem. It started 
eight years ago with about eight 
teams. "Since then it's mush- 
roomed to. about 500 teams - -  
it's a biggie." 
The world is well represented 
from all locations, simon .Fraser 
University attended fromB.C. 
last year. 
"It's a first-class tournament 
and well worth my trip," he told 
US. 
Highe said soccer was .not the 
only sport represented-in :his 
B.C. group of 13 people. Field 
Hazelton won all five games and the tournament Championship at the annual Terrace Minor 
Hockey bantam house league tourney on Jan. 14 weekend. They downed TerraceNorthern . 
Motor Inn 7-4 in the final. : " " " " 
scores  are . .  :,, : . , . , .  , ? , , ,  l 
. . . . . .  - . ,  . : . . ' , : ; . : '  ~:+' . ' , ' , :7{]  
, ..:::,..~ ::. ~, ,<.:. :>  :,...,,-, .~•-,~ 
TERRACE BANTAM: HOUSE ' .-;:L' ;?~: 
LEAGUE TOURNEY - -  JAN. 15;, 15 , .. 
..../'." (Game stars of each team listed In' brackeis)-::i'i~ ,i"i!"ii:~; ';! i~':';-.~.~: 
Ter~ Skeena Cellulose Peewees 5 (David Tanner), Ironwo~s5 (iKevlnHIII) ~ 
Hazelton 5 (Clifford Wilson), Northern Motor Inn 0 (Phil Bradford) . - :. ,. :. 
Northern Motor Inn 7 (Nell Irwin), Ironworks 3 (Riok Dhaml) . ./"."., ~' 
.Hazelton 3 (Larry Skulsh), Smlthers 2 (l"erry.Blrd) !ii 
Northern Motor inn 19 (Chris Wilkinson), Skeena Cell Peewees 5 (Jason waldion i. 
IronworKs 4 (Bobby [.armour), Smlthers 3 (Ted Brown) ; r~ ~4~I~ /~ 
• Hazelton T2 (AI Tolmle), Skeena Cell Peewees I (Curtis-Bretherlok) • ,--.. 
Smithers 8 (Tim Lubbers), Northern Motor Inn 8 (l"revor Olson) ;~ : .  
Hazelton 6 ISyd West), Ironworks 2.(Kelly Glngles) 
• Smlthers ,7 (Elgin Cutler),.Skeena Cell Peewees 6 (Jason Dvorak) . :.';.:' -:: 
. BRONZE MEDAL GAME 
smithers6 (Peter Dougles),____ ....ir°nw°rks 2 (Tim Leppl,,i..l " ...... • ' i';'~/i'il • ..  .. ~~ ~-;.~ 
..- " - . GOt.13-~Lvgn MEDALu...,.--...-.,.... " " ' <' ~ 'L ,~!~ 
• . L% ~: Hazelton 7 (Sam Azsk), Northern Motor Inn 4 (Bobby usssnu) :,: :.,..~, '~:/;'~:~;~ L ~' :~; 
• , .  ~ ;  STANDINGS AFTER ROUND ROBIN : . . . . .   ...-,.~/;~.'~:~:: ,i~.~;~?~;{;! 
.TEAM. WON L081' TIED POINT8 
Hazelton 4 0 0 8 
.Northern Motor Inn 2 1 1 § , ..:~i 
Smlthors " 1 2 1 3 " 
Ironworks 1 2 1 3 ,.,..;! 
Skeena Cell Peewees .0-, 3 1 1 - 
, "  . . ;  *" : " 
Skesna Hotel 
North Coast Auto 
Norm'e Auto Refinishing • 
Inn of the West 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
TERRACE MEN'S REORE ATIONAL ~ 
HOCKEY LEAGUE. 
STANDINGS ' ";""' ; i 
GP W L T OF GA';: PTi . -  " 
19 10 5 4 ,107 ' 86  24' 
19" 9 7 3 94 82 21 ii' 
19 8 10 1 89 107 :17.7.::~ 
19 7 9 3 94 e4 17: ..... 
18 5 8 5 58 82 ,lS. :I;I'I',I i" 
GAMES 8CORES 
Jan. 15 - -  North Coast AutoS, Skesna Hotel 3 
Jan. 17 - -  inn of the West 7, Norm's Auto Fleflnlshing6 
Jan. 19 North Coast Auto 5, Northern Motor inn Oklee 1 
,: , , TQP 10 8CORING 
TFJ  m A PTS 
22 14 36 
19 11 30 
16 14 30 
. 21 8 29 
15 14 29 
• 10 .17 27 
• 14 12 26 
" "13 ~ 12 -,25 
8 17 25 
10 14 24 
• Jim Rlgler (NAR) 
Brent Andrews (INN) 
Garnet Benlnger (HAFt) 
Bmm Cameron (SH) 
Cherler Porter (INN) 
Steve Schultz (NCA) 
Norm Hebert ($H) 
. . . .  GofilGiflls (INN) ' 
Andre Quallzzi (NAR) 
Dighton Haynes (INN) 
TEAM 
Rlok Joachim ISH) 
Todd Glesolman (INN) 
Ron Marleau(NCA) 
Gerry Lamming (NMI) 
Welly Worsvold (8H) 
Greg Wilson (NAR) 
:.. aoAL TINmM ~- 
GO &¥I 
Io - 39 3.9o 
19 8~. 4.37 
18 4.56 
17 80 4.71 
9 47 5.22 
17 91 5.35 
,-:.,. 
• ., :~,, :,,I.;~,~C ,,..,, ,... :., 
7.!i .... . ; "  • 
: S-.:/.,'G_~:.TERRAOECOMMERClAL:.. 
HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Jan. 15 -- Skeena Hotel 6, Inn of the West 4 
Jan. 19 -- 8keens Hotel 12, Red Army 10 
hockey, and football are two 
Other Sports involved il/ the - ' " --~ ~ [ ' / 
'Haa.rlem Cup, I H18he wouldn't elaborate, but . :: ,,, ~ Lokelse Ave . ,  Terrace .!:,!:.::~. ~:':,~ !;7::.,;..:!M 
admit ted one  local team., h is  _ . . i .  " .Phone  638-8581 ,,.~ " '' " - 
already expressed interest In at- 
• tendins in 1990.. - . . . . . . . . .  " ...................................... i '~ ..... / "  ..-..." .................... " 
Sponsored ,bye.... ! ~:A complete personalized 
, ; ; "  " insurance  AgenCY for - 0.  i Braid Insurance,... HomeeLifeeFire.. 
.Agencles. Ltd .... .,oo,..,u,,o.,, ~' " 7 L • " ' ; .  ~., ,':J - " " " ' - 
• ..... • ':~ . i - " . . . . .  
a 
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i Soccer players :::' 
• : ;  h : Chiropract ic•  ..... • :~,:*Te B .C .  
: -Associationis urging youngsters 
, i !/!t0:forget about "heading" so¢- 
/: ~i!~erballs.till they reachlateteens. 
" - : i . ! . : :~ ' I i l  ' ;a!recent press release from 
• ,!Dr, •Chris Martin. of.Vancouver, 
B.C.C.A. president als 0 ;warns :: 
that it could inflict a • se..rious 
whiplash injury on a youngster, 
and even lifetime damage. 
In Terrace, Dr. Dale Green- 
wood to ld  us he'd treated 
~i~ithey, lr.wam that young soccer youngsters for this infliction 
~ : ~:~players ::who see :their heroes Over the years. 
• : /~ake;:,!::spectacu.lar goals and "The youngster heads~theball 
• - ~. sh0ts:iby ,'heading', the  ball and winds up with torticolis, or 
" :s~o01d wait untilthey've grown wryneck," Greenwood • said. 
i lupbefore trying it themselves. "What happens is the com- 
:' / i //' ,The young Spinel is very  pressi~'e impact of the ball sends 
~ ~.:/VUlnerable to shocks and sudden muscles into. a spasm, thus pull- 
• .-dmpacts,!". Martin-says. The ing the head over to the 
curling 
, " - .  : - 
: . The  Marg Galbraith rink of 
Houston won the senior ladies' 
d i s t r i c t  four curling playdowns 
:atlthe Houston Curling Club on 
Jan;~ 15 -weekend. In the four- 
: te~ round,robin series, Gal -  
: =~braithwon all three games. Jean 
Billing of Prince Rupert was sec- 
• ond  at two wins and a loss, 
followed by  Houston's Doreen 
Epp  at one-and-two, and 
Smithers' "Esther Brise at zero- 
• i:and4hree. Galbraith now goes 
:t o the-B.C, finals at Kamloops 
::Starting Feb. 8. 
":".. 
shoulder." 
This type of injury can be abit 
more• serious than normal knee 
and ankle injuries, according to 
Greenwood. 
"The young neck bones have 
not completely formed• or fused 
at these young ages. The bone 
pattern has a 12-year-fusion and 
in some cases not completely 
fused till the youngster eaches 
18. 
" I  would recommend players 
forget about heading til they 
reach 18." 
The doctor said he realizes 
'heading' is an important part of 
the game, but feels coaches 
should dissuade kids until .they 
reach near adult maturity. 
Mark Fitzpatrick •and Jeff 
~Sharples.continue to progressin 
',, their NHL careers, according to 
Jan. 18 statistics. 
- Kitimat's Fitzpatrick, tending 
Fitzpatrick, Sharpies ....... 
doing well in NHL 
goal for Mr. Gretzky's Los 
Angeles Kings, has 753 playing 
minutes during which he's 
allowed 44 goals for a goals- 
against average of 3.51. His rec- 
ordis five wins, four losses and 
three ties, and he's still looking 
fo r  his first shutout. 
Sharpies of Terrace appears to 
be back permanently with 
Detroit Red Wings after spend- 
ing some time in the :American 
league while the team ironed out 
its defence problems. In 30 
games he has four goals and 
seven assists for I I points. 
Sharples has 24: minutes in 
penalties and a plus-six average 
for ice time during goals scored 
for,and-against. .  
• . ' .  
Blackhawks split 
exhibition series 
• I 
• . • . 
• . . / • ,  , |  
W 
. ..x 
• I 
i \ ' : 
- ,•,, d, 
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It was Minor Hockey Week across the country, so Terrace Mayor Jack Talstra gathered Ter- 
race Minor Hockey's Crest Chalupiak and Sharon Larmour at his office, with two 
youngsters. After signing a proclamation, they posed for a picture to honor the occasion. 
The Kitimat Blackhawks' 
junior 'B' hockey team earned a 
split in their exhibition series 
against Kamloops' Cariboo Col- 
lege Chiefs on Jan. 14 weekend 
'at  Tamitik. 
.... Hawks lost the opener 9-5 as 
the~Chiefs ran up period leads of 
2-1 and 6-3. Kevin Graham pac- 
ed Kitimat with two goals. Game 
.... !.stars were John Almgren of 
' ; .  :Kitimat •and- Jef f  Vilac of 
Cariboo, 
.: Game two saw the Hawks 
shade the visitors 7-6. It was 3-3 
after one period and 5-3 for 
Kamloops after the second. 
Kitimat then outscored the 
Chiefs 4-1 in the third period. 
Mitch Shinde and Rod Epp 
paced Kitimat with two-goal ef- 
forts. Epp was named game star 
together with Chris Davidson of 
Carib0o. 
This series brought Kitimat's 
season record to eight wins and 
two losses. 
i. ii   Terrace ladies win 
~!  : . • , 
='  " ~: TerraCe ladies' basketball race, Terry Dunphy scored 16 
- :!team travelled east on Jan. 14 and Hendry 15 to lead Terrace. 
!i Weekend and .came home with a 
!~r of exhibition wins against 
,~ Smithers ladies. Terrace won the 
~ opener 55-37 with Caroline Hen- 
ii~ dry scoring 17 points and Shan- 
• ~ nonMurdock adding 14. Game 
!,tW0 has= a 61,23 victory, for Ter -  
In exhibition senior ladies' 
basketball at Kitimat on Jan. 19, 
Terrace ladies beat the Kitimat 
high school Orcas 32-30. Terry 
Dunphy of Terrace and Nina 
Hervey of Kitimat were high 
scorers with 10 points .each. 
The Day. 
The Romance. 
The Music. 
Help us determine the Top 59 Love Songs of all-time 
and you could win* a Valentine's night for two at 
fabulous Mount Layton Hotsprings Resort; Dinner for 
two at the Bavarian Inn (value: $100.00); Flowers 
and Chocolates from Central Flowers and Gifts. 
How? It's simple. 
Drop by any store displaying an official "Valentine 
Lover" poster and pick up an entry form. 
Drop off your entry to our studios or, mall it to: 
"Valentine t.over" 
C/O 4625 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terroce, B.C. V8G ]S4 
Entry deadline is Friday, January 27, 1989. 
*Major prizes awarded Friday, February 10, 1989 
Then, be sure to tune in 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. on the 
most romantic day of the year, Tuesday, February 
14th, for the Top. 59 Love Songs of all-time. Each 
I~our we'll present dedications, share traditional 
tales with you as well as award prizes of Quality 
Records "Today's Most Requested Love Songs" on 
Cassette and Compact Disc. "Valentine Lover" - 
the greatest Love Songs of all-time as chosen by 
you. 
I  AM59  
TERRAC  
. - . . . . . . .  
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The wall of  the Terrace Arena now hasa new sign for fans to admire.Terrace Minor Hockey 
arranged for this special s ign that says ,thank you' to the team sponsors this year and in 
the past. Several executive members held it up for our picture before it was hung on the 
west end wa l l , ,  
) ." 
: g in local sports "1 Cumin events 
::m:~.[, . • m/:T!/ "r  
[ I r  
to awareness  : of  
A izhe, m e r'sdi s easei   
century, experts predict here:: [ [ I ~ " 
,will be over• 500,000 sufferers : : : :  
and many~ more deaths. As: -- 
demographics shift-and the: 
Canadian population ages, the : : :  
number of cases of AlzheimePs 
will rise dramatically and there is 
a tea[need for the increased sup- - 
port for •research, sufferers and 
families. Ways are needed to 
enhance the-quality of life for . 
sufferers and those who care. for 
them. " : 
The Alzheimer Society, Of 
Canada,- an affiliate of the 
Canadian Neurological .Coali- 
tion and Alzheimer Disease In- 
ternational, was founded in,1977 
and now has 10,000members 
belonging to more than 70 non- 
profit associations and local 
chapters. 
One of these associations, the 
Alzheimer Society of B.C., was 
incorporated in 1.9.81 :and i s 
Alzheimer's is a disease of 
sufferers and victims. It's a 
disease ' that desperately needs 
understanding and, some day, 
an effective cure. And: through 
non-profit societies uch as the 
Alzheimer Society of Canada, 
the Alzheimer Society of  B.C. 
and local support groups .--- the 
days of understanding and a 
cure are coming. 
by  Tod  St raehan 
Alzheimer sufferers include 
both men and women who •are 
generally over the age of 65, 
They first experience memory 
loss and confusion, but as the 
disease progresses, other mental 
functions uch as language and 
orientation begin to diminish. In 
the latter stages, the Alzheimer 
sufferer may experience 
seizures, muscular igidity and 
difficulties in everyday tasks 
such as washing, eating and per- 
sonal hygiene. 
By this time, the disease has 
de,cared to alleviating the per- 
sonal.and social consequences of 
the disease and to promoting the 
continued search for the:cause 
_ (•- . .  . 
• -•_ .  • • , . 
Entries for the Terrace Royal this Fridayto Sunday. and Tamitik. 
Canadian Legion 36th annual Eight-player teams for the Kitimat is hosting its seventh 
bompiel will'close tonight. Yoff f f th annual Kitimat fun.games annual men's fun hockey tour- progressed to a stage where the and cure.:ozra provincial basis, 
" " .__ . . . . . .  ._ _ ,  .he .oc]ety mmn.mns an mfor- can enter at the Legion or the should have their entries .re.bY name n.t Feb..3, 4an.d 5.nat sufferer equires constant nurs- t ~ • • t -  • 
,,-,..,,:;.,~, r,h,h ~t'~  thr~-event Oday Re~istration ana lntor- iamRiK ano me ore we n ~. lng care, anu crus provlaes me - • ~, : - . " 
~ ~ '  ~ '~  Y J " ~ "  " ~ " ~ - -  " - -  " " l ' ' '  ' . " " l ' ' l "  l I "  ' ' '  " ' l  " " l l . . . . .  l ' or c- ultimate challenge to the. fami!Yi .: s~.aaf~, n ib~nd0;ud~ePr~ns.~-n~;~ 
spiel for S l~,,per team. It runs mat,o n ns avadableot Riverlodg¢ :.Sixt~nt ne~.a~fre ~nlat~.edes f fram and friends of the siiffer¢~:~i~.:i~"/,~'~n'::,fi/in, ; i i lfol'mati0n 
• . . . . . . . . . . . .  . -_.. - .... : . . . . . . .  ~ • .. . . . .  t,,,,.,:. ,,,~,-,,~-~ 0"~ : ' " Alzhelmer s healthy ~actims..:.~:-.~na..~thetic listening, From 
" . : - " ' ":• • - :  • Terrace; :G~ines:$~.~'ridayat: ~"• me:mbers m~t  • o ~ ~  .~;o'-~~ci--al.base . the"t/o¢iety • " . "" ' . ' • : " " " ": . "  " . . . . . . . . . . .  -~ ' . -  , ;. " . - - ; - ,~@!~_ .= ~ a ' V ~  v ,a~ , , . , Ruper t  rink ¢,u,, take °nt°ta|resp°nsm'~::as "=^'~;~"':"iiff0nnafi°n suSi~tirt 
• , •~ . . I F - :  ,/':-" :• '•: . . . . .  •, • '• " .  " '  " " i " • q .... : ; the: full-time::•~iregiVei:!~;":~htY : •"~'-'ad~ce t' '~:29 B,C: cha3,"-i~ 
t ,  : :hi' : '  ": a __ .tp,_m __  - IA  ' h~[a  meeting for .all, meml~rs have to earef0r aiovedo~with :~:~:0n:~re ind~ b~is ' - .  
tn  I u f l i o r  T I  na iu  tonight at 6:3o a t.~y?Chamber und.ers t~•~_d: !~,° ,~. "  ; ...... " ' ..... ' .,: i::janu~' ..... is . Aizhe~er Aware-' 
, : . . . .~  , - - :  . . .  ' - " : . ' , . .  : . . . . . .  • o f~/Co l f l lU ip~[ 'cebu~ !1~, : . eXl~d a.•ge.~t::~d~;~.ofp] yd...: , ::ne,:Mo~th anda nat iona l ly ,  
.., . ' , ' : " ' . " * The  Terrace F!gure. Skating ann. emot iontu*energy .~Ana a[ ,: :~naignisunderway,to r~se public 
The Roger Atchison link of teams would come out to meet Club't~ annual skat~a-thon :is the saxne time, they must 0fi~:y~,~.~,,~nm'~' of Mzh6imet's 
Prince Rupert made it :all the the two winners from the coast :commg Monday the 30th at 3:45 ••accept an en0nnous financ[~:~ . d  i"-'~mtai-yl victims. Mort in- 
1way • t o the four-team B.C. association, p,m.atthearena, Skaterswillbe burden -- current Support formation canbe obtained:by 
junior men's* curling finals at Atchison and Dean Krebs of ar0undtown seeking pledges. Systems for Al~...eimer. victims 
Richmond on Jan. 14 weekend,-: Vernon won the interior berths The Terrace Horseshoe Club and their famdies are inade- phoning the local representative, Odlia  Campbell, at 638-8177 
but couldn't come up with and headed to Richmondfor the has a general meeting atlthe Ter- quite. 
needed victories and wound up  four-team, double-knockout race •Library basement on Alzheimer's, a degenerative (work) or 635-3381 (home), or by contacting the Alzh imer 
Wednesday, Feb. at Society of B.C. at Suite fourth overall. - series starting Jan: 13. 1st 7:30 neurological disease of unknown 
p . . . . .  . . . . . .  ... . .  101-1090 W. 8th Aw., -,,..- Atchison began his quest by .m. Electionswill be held for cause,, presently affects more . = ~r~.
winning thezonesixplaydown He was then eliminated in two an executwe. All interested man ~ttu,ut~uanamans a)s couver, B.C. V6H IC4, 
Smithers just before Christ- straight games ~ losing 6-3 •to pleas'e attend., responsible,. _ for., . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10,000 deaths telenh0,.__n_e 7 6-0448.3 
tas. Then on Jan. 7 weekend he Matt Sumanof Port Alberni and annuauy. Aria oy tne ena ox mls " _ 
iavelled to Cranbrook for the 9-2 to the eventual winner, Dean 
,.C, interior finals, where two Joanisse of Esquimalt. " • 
Anti-smoking bylaw 
enforcement sought I FineDining I  Pol!ys-Cafe ] 
• in quiet surroundingsl ] ' ChineSe & Western Cuisine 
I f  one city ~iiderman has his passing of the l~lo Smoking l ~ ~1_  5 p .m. - -  10 i}.1111. | ~ Moni-~uts. 10:s0 a.m.--mldnlgm 
L ev( o e'irftheN rth'est bylaw was insufficient' "The [[ 1 [ 
Y '  Y ) . . . . .  • ' t  akelse Avenue I F . .  & sat .  t0 :30  a .m.  - i a .m.  • 
II be b LtiLg 0tl by th tmL of city dropped the,ball and hasnl I O~ 4e20 L ,  ,oay,  o ..m.- ,0,.m. 
:,,cent~ 'y. '" carried through, ne sara. LaU WI ST ~ 838.8,,!41 
This is the ~ trend of the says that his business, for exam- : 638.1848 o, 638-8034 
:~ |  
at S ithers just before Christ- 
mas. Then on Jan. 7 weekend he 
tr ll  t  r r  f r t  
B. . i i  fi l ,   
Correct ,o that a,houh he uportedtq '~ ['1 Hull's idea in theory, he had a 
I , .  , ,  ' '  problem with the bylaw's en- 
In  a story regarding local box- forcement. "What do you do if 
ers published on page eight of a person says no?" he asked. 
the Jan. }8 issue of the Terrace Council has asked city ad- 
~eview,  we erroneously iden- ministration to review the situa- 
tiffed one of the youths as Jackie lion and report back to council 
I J  ' " " * ' " " ' 
~ill, The boxer s name ]s actual- w:th some :dens on how Hull s _ , 
ly jassy Gill,Our apologieS,.: ' ~ •concerns might be addressed, 
way, eryox~e'irf the No west L 
will be buttii!g o~tby the turn of 
L the century. times," says Alderman Dave pie, was never informed of the , , :,t 
Hull, who predicts there will be details c°ntainedinthebylaw' 1 '~' 1 ~ ~  I I~ .~~ 
"no smokers ~at all within 20 and in a quick mini-poll of his 
years,'. Hull was speaking of the own prior to last week's council G[ [~ 'S"  ~X ..~ 
city's No Smokingbylaw hich• meeting he determined that only ~..~ RESTAURANT . ~  
took effect last fall. He said the one out of 20 people had any i ,~'Chinese &Canadian Food "~-  Specializing in Chinese  
city should make a greater effort idea of what it was all about. [. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ]Jt~[ Cuisine and Canadian 
to ~advertise and enforce the Mayor Jack Talstra wasn't [ Mort - Wed 11.30 a.m. - -  i0:00 p .m.  ~].~ 
bylaw and also take a leadership sure that much more could be ~, Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  11:00 p . tn .~/ / "  Dishes [ 
done, however: "The city could ~ Fr i  - Sat  11 :30  a .m.  - -  I ;00  a .m.  i ~ l  4606Gre ig  Ave.. for Take-Out  
ro l l  by setting L a good example. Sunday 12:00 a.m. Terrace,  B.C. Ph. 635-6184 According to Hull, any do a whole lot more and not 464 JParkAvenue IO:OOp'm'6JS"61. !! ' - - '  . . . . . .  
follow-up by the city after the have any more impact." And 
Alderman Darryl Laurent added 
I This spot could ' be yours 
. , . . . . .  , . . . , ,~ .  . ,  -~ . . .  - . .  ~ - .  . . . : . ;: . . _  
° '> . . ' . '~!  .-~ ~:,. ~ . . . .  
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 ' Xch a n g e e stu a ent 
e aw from city >lif • ay  . 
Mireia-sorribas arrived in 
Terrace from Barcelona, spain 
onAugust 24, 1988. She is 18 
years old, a Rotary exchange 
student spending the winter in 
Terrace. By the time she leaves 
in :July,.1989, she will have resid- 
.ed with four different Terrace 
families and completed her 
• Grade 12 at Caledonia .Senior 
secondary , School. 
" byPam Whitaker 
The environment hat Sor- 
ribas leftto come to Canada was 
a large industrialized city~ with 
accompanying pollution and 
miles of beaches. The climate is 
warmer there, and humid, being 
surrounded by hills. 
"The countryside here is 
beautiful," Sorribas said. "It's 
wonderful - -  I like the snow 
too. I like it best whenit's un- 
ny. I'm afraid I won't Want to 
live in the city anymorel" 
• Barcelona is in the, Catalonia 
region of northeastern Spain. It 
is situated on the Mediterranean 
Sea about one and a half hours 
from the French border. The 
two countries are separated by 
the Pyrenees Mountains. 
Catalonia has been de~.ribed 
as~Spain~'ec0nomic heart, pro- 
d't~cing:~li~es; wine, vegetables 
dn~l cork~'.t'!~celona~is the 
leading industrial and .¢omm.er- 
cial:cit~/~'>te~il~s being ~ts major. 
industry..S~h#inade from-olive 
oil is a SeCOndary industry, as 
well as l~r:'working~,'paper 
making ailii-lihrdware manufac- 
,C~v.  , .  
ture. - ~" 
;Vigorousi efficien~ and lively 
are words used to describe the 
people of the Catalan region of 
Spain. Some consider-.• them 
more "progressive" than• their 
MIREIA SORRIBAS: Peopl e in Terrace are fr iendly, but "'conservative" countrymen in 
different. - , .  Castile.~ 
i, • : - The citY of Barcelona isdense- 
• | , . ," , , : ,,.• " ly populated, consisting mainly • Cuty s purchasl ng ofa,partment dwellers. "Oneof  
. the biggest differences for me," 
. . . .  : ir~ O n i c y  - r e v  i S e d house, said Sorribas, I am u ed. "is to li.~ng .in a livi  m an 
~ I. , ap~trtment. It is .also a big 
change from a big aty to a small 
TERRACE-- City Co.uncd has ,an  approved tender, town."  - 
• adopted,ii new purchasmg policy According* to Norman, the In Barcelona, her father owns 
submitted by citytreasurer Keith policy has been in the works for 
some time. He Says it will insure 
that city staff have effective 
guidelines and a reliable 
monitoring System to be certain 
.that safe purchasing practices 
were being carried out. 
A related committee recom- 
m.endation has also been adop- 
ted which will add "proposal" 
tenders to the city's tendering 
system. 
This addition allows the city 
to go to tender without knowing, 
all the specifications of the re- 
quired item when council 
chooses not to  employ a con- 
sultant. 
i 
Norman. ,The new policy Will 
reduce the  number of city 
employees able to •make pur- 
• chases on behalf of the city to 12 
and set maximum allowable pur- 
chasing limits for each. 
.... Under the policy, working 
foremen will be able to make 
normal day-to-day purchases to 
a maximum of $250, directors or 
• facility managers can make pur- 
chases up to $2,500 provided 
they have a record of all prices 
quoted, land department heads 
are  permitted to spend any 
amount provided they have a 
formal record of quotations or 
a small family-operated food 
store. She has two sisters, ages 
23 and 21. 
Four years of high school 
• English and accompanying ight 
school (three hours per week) 
has equipped Sorribas with ade- 
quate English for her venture to 
Canada. She left Spain with four 
other exchange students. En 
route, they stopped in Madrid 
and changed planes in New 
York. Sorribas spent one night 
in Seattle, where she parte d
company with her travelling 
companions. 
At Vancouver International 
Airport, she missed the plane to 
I t 
Terrace because of .not getting 
through immigration in time, 
She said: "I thought -- my 
counsellor, Wayne Epp, and my 
first family,: Chuck and Diane 
Cey: will be,waiting -- Oh no! 
How am 'I going to tell them I 
am late? But';I went o the airline 
and they were able to make ap- 
propriate arrangements. It was a 
nice surprise having all those 
people waitiilg, even though I
was late --  about 15 Rotarians." 
The family where Mireia Sor- 
ribas i s  presently staying is 
Richard and.Melanie Olson. In 
February she will join the Larry 
andDarlene Yeske family, after 
which she will move to the home 
of Daveand Lois Newman. 
Before starting her school 
year in Terrace; Mireia had the 
opportunity to meet some 
friends: while at a cabin at 
Lakelse Lake. Sheentered Cale- 
doniaHigh School that firstday 
in the company of her Rotarian 
counsellor. "I was lookingto see 
the people, how the school •was 
when five girls came tome," she 
explained. "They said 'we met 
.you at Wayne Epp's cabin.this 
summer.' Two were in myhome 
room and-had lockers beside 
•  liiuiicSed. 
. The most difficulty she has,in 
school is .with Englis h stories 
and in movies ---she doesn't : 
undersiahdim0st ofAhe jokest 
"'People in Terrace are friend.i: 
ly but different," Sorribas :said. 
"For instance, when they greet 
ach other, .they don't kiss each 
• other on the cheeks." 
".Young people are much, the 
same: Perhaps ~a~llttle more ' 
pressure to~ conform to dress 
standards here, but more class 
distinctions in Barcelona:" 
Spanish rice with .seafood: orl an 
omelette, with fried potatoes 
would bea typical meal. She is 
not used to butter and 
margarine, but rather vegetable 
oils, such as olive oil. "It takes 
time to get used tO new tastes," 
she said, " I  don't like them 
much (butter and margarine), 
but the pies --  I like themt" 
When Sorribas arrlves home, 
she will take a university, en- 
trance exam especially designed 
for exchange students, Probably 
psychology is the field she will 
enter, possibly .with an eye to 
become an educator. 
" I t  is much harder to find a 
job in Spain. Also, they have a 
lower standard of-living," she 
explained. 
She misses her friends at home 
but meanwhile is enjoying mak- 
ing new friends in Terrace and 
among other exchange students 
she meets during special ex- 
cursions. She travelled to I00 
Mile House in the fall and wi l l  
go to Whistler on a skiing trip at 
the end of February. A journey 
to California in June is als0 a 
possibility. 
Gx ,It, Is r ,e4dly-nic¢ to meet the 
other, exchangestiidents," Sor- 
ribas said. ,We have the same 
feeHllgs often." 
arln Spa in :~t  o~the forests 
e used:tip ~ i~ ]~ildings are. 
mostly of brick and cement. 
Consequently,~ She ~pPreciat.es 
the Canadian forests, 
",Canada is quite new, you 
now are building a ~6untry and 
what it is to be C~tlian,":she- 
said. "Especially in Terrace. 
Everywhere you go in Europe 
you .see pollution and most of 
She continued: ."The foods the forests are gone. You have 
you eat :here are not that ~ dif- • cleanair, I would like to say you 
ferent than ours.. More, the:shonld take care with the 
.methods o f  cooking differ.",, forest.." ~ -. ' 
" I " " I | [ 
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A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. BOX 538 -- TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B5 
5130A HIGHWAY 16 WEST 63S-7383 
II I 
I 
635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
° . 
Monday to Fdday Saturday Sunday ":~ ~ 
10 a.m. to 11 p.m. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. - -  Open Holidays --  ~ '~i~i~i)~:  
l l l l l l l  I I  1 I II I I l I l l  I • l I • i I l l I I  I l l  l I I I  . 
, , '(:*' ~ii: :* : :  ':mq!:i-:::* *:~: 
'Where To Fnnci t 
, ~; 
* /  
! : t 1 
ELECTRONIC ~ ~ :~l [ ,•,soUrce for:a~~ i ~ • ~! i i OLASS ~ : ~471'ii'~*Kelth Ave, "''f r :'''~ 
EH.6!HEERIH6~ 0.'- I I yourh~at/n~,~ : / !~ i '~ l  [ ~ ,  ~ 
~ o ~ c  ~ • • I ~ needs .  • : :~  r 4 / ~ ' "  ~ :Auto  G• iaS$Spec la l l s f s• :• ; :  t ~ " : ' V  I i  : *, * ~ ~'. i 
I ~.?~L]IE.,~T:3~., t 635-5134111 Norlhwest•ConSO!idafed •• • i i],,;~:•!CBC:c!aimshand]edj•promptlyl]/:•~ 
~ - ~ : :  i I : su~#WUa: : i : :  :I I ;  * /  638~1166 i i i I : Also Commercial & Industrial ' " -' ~ ' , . . i ~%~:~!en?=" : 'r h" ~= "0' m m "~'  ' . . . .  [ n ~ ' i 5239  Ke l thAve , , .  Terrace 635 1158 | * 
i = $Al I~ .  LV: " , ". ~ J : i~  
. . . . . . .  . I ~ , ,~ ,~ . .~. LANZA products 
° :' ® : I L ' ; : ': I . ,o , ,0  Ior an appoildmeotl 
For  a complim~ntaq/~ln .care and makeup consultation ~ 635-9666 
• Please Call (604)635-2584 ' '  " TOTAL HAIR CARE 
P.O. Box 45-3609 Larch Ave., Tenac¢ B.C.' V8G4A2 
~ ~ ! ~ i ~ ~ ~  ~ ~Rff~:~'~'~ ! CONTRACTING SERVICES _~ Ter race  , . ~ _ ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ - ~ ~  I HI.QUALITYBELTING & 
~,~_~:._.=..:.--:==:==..~ . . . . .  -~-~=:;--= [ Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Tree Tr imming ,.~..,,., , mmBoum0ms I Durable-- High Quality 
• . " ' HAMILTON tOUTBWO ,maB.ms | Vulcanizing Repairs 
Wdl cut down any tree i ~ HOMEUBHT LAYRiMOWERS 
[ i i ;41~0 [ YAMAHA POWEli PRODUCTS I installations, splicing, and repairs "SAFELY'e " " ~ ~  . YAMAHA $ & 4 WaLm~ns , I We special ize nn conveyor belt 
SHIMOAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
Sl,000,000 liability for YOUR protect ionT . o~ No. ~0 & . I~B PRODUCTS / vulcanizing i and pulley lagging 
4946 Grmg Ave., Terrace l~ :8 -S$30 HouRsERVICE l S - O JL " • 24, . . . . . .  638,0553 
• I 
.] ' , 
ds spot could 
be yours 
.I .I 
• . , # 
• ? ~ '~.:~ : ~.=~ ,...~ . . . . . .  . ~  
Terrace Review• 
635-7840 
• 'Rust Protect ionfor  
New and;Used 
Vehicles 
" i 
• "if you're satisfied, tell others 
• . .  if not, .  • tell us." 
RON or AL 4918 Greig Ave. 
. , Terrace, B.C. VaG 1N4 
Phone 638-1991 
TOTAL  
m ~  i • 
MUFFLER CENTRE 
Commerolal & " 
638-1876 Residential 
Nathan. Waddell - Eleclrical Contractor 
4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
_ I 
-- Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
, full service attendants 
- Complete personalized service 
;' • Prices ore VERY Competitive e.. , , . 
. . . .  AWWA Investments Ltd. " 
TERRACE ESSO SERVICE i988 
46N Lakelm Ave.. Terrace, B.C..' 
638-1151 
L BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYPING 
. VOICE PAGERS,k'PHOTOCOPYING: 
,24-HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
at 638"8195 I 
Jons Photo  Graph~ 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
: Posters 
Limited Editions. 
Laminating: 
Bus. 63s-S2SS 
Res. e3S-Ss44 
Weddings John Roders 
Portraits [~  
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting -- 
4609 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8GI I>9 
I o I OI 
i • 
- _ j  • _ _  
- , - - ,  | 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30 - 10:30 daily 
2701 8. Ka lum 635 '6110 
r 
Sales and Service for 
Motoroyclu • Chslnuwo 
8nowmoMles * Madne Ikapplles 
~ +~:i : + SALES LTD,  , ,  .~ .  
• - ' 4441 Lakelde Ave., Terrace 
SKIDO0 o __ 
. . . ,! 
1 ¸. : 
/. 
' .. !i I .. by  Phi l  Har t i ,  
' i :~ Menag i r ,  TerraCe - 
" ' ' :  '. " .  " 7 " 
Sta f f  role crit ical 
Retail promotion, as we pointed out in 
• . '~ : ' the preceding column, is the continuing 
presentation of the goods and services 
- the retailer has to offer. This is done.in 
..: many ways, al l  directed towards creating 
• - " an image w~ch is attractive tO customers 
and .approI~rla~etO theretaiier's mer= 
chandise'-" - . " ' :  . . . .  ' ...... " " " 
The *aya ie~ailer designsltheexterior, 
of the shop,, including stgnage and w~, 
dow displays, andthe way thel-interi6r is 
laid out: including showcases, :lighting 
:a~dcolor.sche~te; ar ~dl part Of the 
::: Federal Buelneis promotionaleffort, But however Well 
... :i: Development Bank this has Succeeded, effort~. WiU: havebeen 
:wasted.unless the right sales personnel have been chosen: . . . .  
, ~-}i!i Sales.penonnel are the personification f the retailer's 
• business. Ap01ite;attentive and knowledgeable clerk can often 
d0:mere topromote the retailer's business than anything e~e that 
mightbe done. Equally, a.rude, indifferent and ignorantclerk 
can erase in a moment the customer's initially go0d,impresston f 
theshop and.itsmerchandise. , :",::1 - , . ,  
Ag0od sales clerk will like theretail business ar/d beat:•as'e" ~ .," 
with the cust0mers.A good:sales clerk ~ be informe'dabout the. 
merchandise that •is being sold and be able to  advise customers on 
|ts Ch~actedsties. A good sales clerk wi l l  be more .than justan 
0rder taker;•he or she will also know how to sell thecustomeri: 
and :belalways :ready to r do  jus t  that, " .•. : " 
ili Direct selling is more an art than a science. Basi~dlyit:~cohsists 
ix~ havii~ confidence in the merchandise and being willing to  ' 
. . . .  ifiake :theeffort to impart hat confidence to potential customers. 
It is'a c~paeiLY to ta¢*tfully '. guide the customer towards making 
the right choice. It's knowing how to be enthdsiastic about a 
Woductwithout bein.g pushy. • . . " : --- 
• . i"i It's most of all being able'to determine what the customer is 
rleally:lookingfor and being able to provide it. 
"!!~i~ Sales.personnel should collectively project an atm0sphere.of 
p~r6fesstonaiism and fa ! r .d~. .They  .are there ta be of service 
L tO~.,cUstonwr~, ~.and':~ sh'ould :b.e=:~e~ Immediately aPparent, o ~.- 
who e~er~fie ~jliop. ~' .;~ :!. ~.. - .  ' " i : ' " 
If the retailer uses ~e~-~i~f t~ :~Id~etand price mereh~" dise, 
• i~t: thisbe done if possible in-the stockroom. The sellin[ ~eais:.• 
. . . . .  .. ,: i89 
:H&H ::g0ne, Impact hlere 
DENNIS PALMU: Of fer ing  a 
complete  package ,  concep-  
t ion  to  complet ion .  
Former Terrace H&H Build- 
ers employee Dennis Palmu has 
opened the doors to a new 
businessin town, Impact Con- 
struction. Terrace H&H owners, 
Hans Manthey and Helmut 
SchuLz closed their operation 
l~t month, ending anera in the 
local c0~truction i dustry that 
began 25:'years ago. 
According toPalmu, impact 
Construction wi.fl "fill the gap" ment, Early in..1976, :he(moved 
in the construct|on i dustry by . tO Albert & McCaffew where he 
offering its Cli~i~ts a"complete:: provided Customer advise and. 
package --.from conception to building materials~ quotations; 
completion, Rathe~i- than open - 
ing another contracting firm, he 
says. h i snew business will 
operate more in the construction, 
management field • and offer ser- 
vices uch as advice on location, 
design and c.0~truction. As 
well, he says, the new service will 
offer clients one-stop contr01 
and coordination of profes- 
sionals like architects and Struc- 
tural engineers. 
Palmu received a degree in 
Building Technology from BCIT 
in 1971 before going to work for • ;: , 
Omineca -Bu;lding Supp!ies.,.in .'- ~:, 
the prefab~home and roof truss ' ' '", .~. 
drafting: and'estimating depart- 
In 1979,-he,:~noved back t~'*; 
Omineca for a year before goihg 
to work for-Terrace H&H, 
Where ,he was responsible for 
estimating, expediting, construc- 
tion accounting and project 
management . .  
• Gold: forestry 'Pr°jectsw°rked°nbYPalmu Green ~ ,: -wh i le  at H&H Builders include 
the $3.5 million boiler 
program returnS; rehabilitationproject at Repap's Watson Island pulp mill in 1980, 
, . the. $1.5 • million Terrace & 
.. - -- .... • . District Credit Union buildingin 
For the third year, $1.05,000 is ~-public awareness of responsible 1981, and more recently the$1.3 
available tO non'profit group s forest management. 
Funding for the Green Gold 
Grants program comes from the, 
" $300 million five-year Canada- 
British Co lumbia  Forest 
Resource Development Agree- 
ment (FRDA). 
The deadline for submitting a
across the province through the 
Green Gold' Grants program for 
forestry public awareness.. pro- 
jects. 
. . .  "During the,pasttwo years; 
we have funded 50 unique public 
awareness projects ponsored by 
.. a~,ariety0fnon-profit rganiza- grant application isFebruary 28, 
tionst~0ughoutBritishColum- 1989~ Further information is 
bin," said • Federal Forests available from the Kalum Forest 
, Min~:.ter Frank Oberle.. . . .  District~ office or the Terrace •
• ' More than $200,000 i has Government Agent. 
he l~ 'fl';';" '"~'a";'°t~'~'~: 'tr~
produce 
nouncen 
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m a imi i¢  m m amlml iw  m a~l lmI~ m a Imml~ m m 
" >:.j~st;tha[L,~he selling area. Other h0usekee~ping ;tasks,; such as rear- 
-./i ~g~m~rcha~idise displays, shoUld be undertaken i ways chures, p..o..o, . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~f i i~ l i~ce  the image o f•  caring staff., , . .  " - public information activities," 
~good retailer wdlmeet regularly with his sales personne to said B.C. Forests Minister Dave 
i/iform them about he progress of the bminess.The good retailer Parker. 
• should •invite suggestions about product displaysand~other ',We have been overwhelmed 
aspects of the retailoperation. Sales personnel can give the. . .  , by the interest shown, by  the 
:volunteer sector of this prov- retaiiera direct line to customer response to the:character Of. mer" / , , 
chandise :--- why certain prmiucts are selling and others are not,., ince; Last:,year.. we received ap- 
~:.- A good retailer will offer..monetary and other inducementS.t0 . .' ' plicatio|isin excess of $425,000,". 
.- increase sales. He or she wifi encourage a team. effort,,.building :-. : ". !norder:t0qua!ify fora grant, 
loyalty to both rthe business and the mer.chandise itofferS,and : " applicants mustrepresent a non- 
finds ways to keep the staff busy during slack periods. • profit orgmiization and be will- 
-ing to match ,the grant through 
volunteer labor or materials• 
The maximum grant is $10,000 
per pr0ject. Applications are 
judged on the •basis of far- 
reaching impact on the com- 
munity or region and increased 
• "i:, A happy and productive staff helps ensure good relationships : 
bet~;een the/retail business and its customers, and good relation= 
ships invariably are reflected in increased sales. 
Retailer must always remember that they are selling more than 
just merchandise• They are •also selling the services of sales per- 
sonnel. In the end, the quality of the latter wll often determine 
how successful business will be. 
DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M. 
(DO(D(  ® 
• "- C •, 
-;.:-" i',? :,",i: ".:,~!~:" ~-~,'. 4818 Hwy.  16 West 
~:~i?~,:i~:i i :,;~Ii:SUNDAY: Terrace Athleiics Assn, 
-;i~:.:..,i , . .MONDAY:  . Terrace' Minor Hockey 
Lucky Dollar Bingo Palace * 
o .  
• . . ,  ../:.*.).;.:,;.. ~,, 
TUESDAY: Kermodes or:Jaycees .. :: ':,ii :~::i 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback'Swim .ClUb iii:i: 
. :THURSDAY: 747 Air Cadets " :.:}/:,.~. 
Ladies of the Royal Purple • -,.--~,~.~ • . . . ,  
. • • . _ 
FRIDAY: Parapelegic Assn. 
SATIJRDAY: Parapelegic .Foundation 
181  ,RegularGames 
• .3  ~"  • -  
'~  6:  Extra - 
Games 
EVERYONE WELCOMEI 
(Age 14 yoaro  and up) 
Thank Foul Have, a. Nice dayl 
. . . .  . , , ;  . . . .  , . , , . . ' .~= ,~.~.~ ,~, . . , . .~ . .  ' , ' . , ; . . , . . . . . , ,  . . 
million Kitimat RCMP building 
in 1986. DUring his eight years 
with •Terrace H&H, Palmu also 
worked ,on numerous B.C. 
Telephone• construction pro- 
jects, the most recent being the 
Phone. Mart renovations last 
December. One of the first pro- 
jects he will be managing under 
the name of Impact Construc- 
tion will be the proposed Senior 
Citizens' Affordable Housing 
project. 
Business 
Management Seminar 
m m n n a n m m  
A computer: 
is it the 
answer? 
i~ml ,  n iwom~lo  i, 
Through an analysis of existing manual control systems, you will be able 
to determine when or if a computerized data processing system will 
benefit your business in terms of efficiency and cost. 
FBDB's Management Seminars are stimulating and thought-provoking 
workshops. Through the case-study method, participants can assess 
their management approach and techniques in given situations. Group 
discussions end presentations enable participants to benefit from each 
other's experience. 
This Seminar will be held: 
Tuesday, February 7th, 1989 
6,g pm. . 
Inn of the West, Terrace B. C, 
, $50 .00  Registration fee for this 3 hour Seminar- Workshop is $ 50. N and includes all reference 
material and our after-seminar service. 
REGISTER NOW WITH 
i 
• Barb COOler at the Federal Business Development 
Bank. 6354951 
I I I I I I I  I I " - -  
¢) Federal Business Benque f6d6rale Development Bank de d6veloppement 
Your success Is our only businessl 
Canad  
/ . f l ,~ '~r  ~- . , :  • 
~w,  Wednesday, January 25, 1989:- 
• :>!i:.ii Contributed by 
• ~i Elaine Parmenter 
" The Terrace Health Fair is on 
Friday, Jan. 27 from 7:00 to 
9:00 p.m.and Saturday, Jan. 28 
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Mall. Come on out 
and discover the many health2 
related organizations-that pro- 
vide service to the residents of 
chance to assess your current lrldex (BMI)calculator. If you- 
level of health and lifestyle. ~ know your weig!l.~!~ d height; 
You'll be able to find out more the Skeena Healtii'iff~iit s aff will 
about many diseases and dis- tell you your healthy weight 
abilities and pick up pamphlets 
on these. 
The theme of the fair is 
"Choosing Wellness" and many 
elf the organizations will be  on 
range and alert you to possible 
health risks. They will also be 
conducting a survey to discover 
what the community feels the 
health needs are in preparation 
for the development: of a :Co~- hand promoting wellness. The 
Inspector, who will have viOeos 
on food safety and be available 
to discuss health issues, the 
Hospital Maternity Floor with 
information on the pre-natal 
classes, and the Breastfeeding 
. Support Group withrcurrent in- 
formation . for breastfeeding 
mothers. 
The Friends of Schizophrenics 
Group, the Arthritis Society, the 
the Terrace area. You'll have an Skeena Health Unit will have a munity health profile. 
opportunity to meet people from 4-minute computer Nutrition Other organizations. On hand Canadian Diabetics Association, 638-i174. • 
over 20 organizations and a Quiz for.youand aBody Mass will mclude"the Public .Health the ~vlultiple Sclerosis Group, " " " ' 
orestry ' ] F ' C==__  '~"  " "F~ "" d:''' 4" "k~ " ~" "~'''''d" irk kmm~t'mk~" "" Thursday,' February . 
techni bo~e d'ri;e:l~lea;e p-h'one Carla at 6.35-7124: or M aria at L'ib;aw'm'eei(ng- r-oom, Anyo, e who would like'more !n' II 
635:.2682 to arrange a time for p!ckup of bottles you formation about Aizheimer'sdisease O r :anyone who I :prog ram wou d,,,  tO d0rtate. Al l  donations are greatly ap- would like to join the  Terrace Alzheimer'.s Support : l  
preclated Group is welcome to attend. A.video will be shown, : 
January 24 to February .11 - -  Exhibif of photographs Please call Gilllan Campbell at ,635-3381; (home) or  
suPported I I " from the 1988 National Association of Photographic Art- 635-8177 (work). B.C. 1988 Print Challenge at  the Terrace Art Gallery on 
the lower floor of the public library. 
Wednesday, January 25 -- If you are concerned about 
protecting the quality of our environment, get Involved 
in the Skeena Protection Coalition, a broad-based en- 
vironmental group. Bring issues, ideas and enthusiasm 
:~The Northwest Community 
College board of trustees "sup- 
port in principle" aproposal for 
the three-year Certified Forestry 
Technicians Program ~to begin 
thisfall. In a presentation mad e 
by 'Rod- Arnold of RJA Con=. - 
tract'rag, .the college :board, was 
told that:surveying and engineer: 
ing:~standards ,:were being 
upgraded', by ' the iMinistr(/ of 
Forests:.mldtralhing p~ovided by./ 
this' ~ O.t pi'ogram would be~ 
required for anyone doing w0rk:. 
which w0uld bb: su i te  d by;the 
go~;e~ment;.,: r~ " " ' :  4' J ' 
According to Arnold there is a ~ " 
shortage of trained people,, and 
because Canada.: EmplOyment 
and Imntigration recent ly  
removed the.position of Cer- 
tiffed Forestry Technician from 
their skills > shortage list, no 
training program is scheduled till 
befundedby thefederal govern- 
ment.. BUt at the same time, Ar- 
nold ~ says, thd'~Ministry of 
Forests  is downsizing its staff, at 
the lower, entry=level nd and 
these people a re  joining the 
ranks of the unemployed. This, 
he says, is putting more onus on 
industryto train their own 
people: ' : 
Compounding the shortage of 
professionals, says Arnold, is 
the $300 million federal/provin- 
cial- Forest Resource Develop- 
ment Agreement (FRDA). He 
says that this program has 
already demonstrated the short- 
age of professional people, and 
withits renewal next year, the 
province has asked that funding 
be more than doubled. "Any 
change is going to require more 
trained technicians in the prov- 
ince," he says. 
Arnold says that a training 
program beginning this fall may 
be late in coming, but adds that 
it will at least mean trained pro- 
fessionais are available when the 
new FRDA agreement is signed. 
He says that although there is a 
program presently available at 
the Hazelton campus, it is a 
"one-shot" program and what 
he has in mind is something 
"unique and different" -- a 
three-year program consisting of 
a f0ur-n/oath modular program 
and eight months of field work 
with an employer for each of the 
three years, He says that there 
are already about. 20 ,potential 
students whoare '!reddy to go" 
j ~ . . . .  . , d t  ~ ' .  " * ,  
m: ~g~Oft as•apr0~:~ts!offe red.,
, • . . •••  i • , - . .  
the Choices Pro :ram ~ M e n '  gal.•., .. i':! ~. :i.-! - i  
. tal Health Network, and Terrace 
Parks and Recreation will be a 
few of the ether'organization s 
participating. Joinus on Friday 
and Saturday to find out more 
about what's available in Ter- 
raceand to assess your own level 
of health. For more information- 
on this exciting~ event,., call 
February 3, 4 and 5 - -  ACOA weekend with June 
MacGrego r, M.S.W. "Healing .the Inner Child". Call 
638-8117 for Information and registration. 
Saturday, February 4 --The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club .will be holding a bake sale from 2 p.m. to 6p.m. at 
the Skeena Mall. All kinds and.types•of baking will,be 
to the meeting, 7 p.m., at the librarY arts room in Tar. available. We.appreciate your support! 
race. For more Information call Maureen Bostock at Saturday, February 4 -- NWCC Student Association will 
635 .3487. .  • • ' : ~ ~. ' ,  ~i be having a"CorkyandtheJuice PigsPub Nlte Special" 
January 25 & 26 --Preschool storytim e for three !olive- : at 8 p.m. in thecollege cafeteria. Tickets are aVailableat 
:.year-olds at the Terrace. Public Library. we.onesoays.a ~ . NWCC Student.Services or Sight &Sound. Formers in. 
~ 10:30 z a.m., beginning Jan. 25,1 and Thurs.oaYS: at 1.9u. i f0rmation, call KimC0rdelro at 635.6511;ilocal332.: 
• an. 26. This iS a 45-minute story ses- ± _ - : - .  : errace Public' Libra m, beginning J , . . . .  t rda • Februa 4: The T . . . . .  . ry 
, sP;0nwith Picture books, flngerp!aysandpuppets.There -Sr~sUent~'storles a~d crafts-to celebrate the Chinese 
but lease register 'in advance. Call the P ' , a ed el 'htand u are in • : . isn0 charge, P . . . . .  .... • • : " New Yearat 1.30 p.m. Children g g P ~ " 
-vltedt0 make a dragonmask and enJ0y a Chinese,treat! 
There ',is no charge, r'. but/ please register In advance. 
Phone GIIIian Campbell at 638.8177 ~or~forther inforii~a-/ 
library at 638-8177. .  . , 
WednesdaY, January 25 ,  EverY, Wednesdayat 7p.m;: is ~- 
the•Terrace Youth Centre's "We're,0utta Here,' Program 
(swim, bowl, skate), Tonight we'll go skat!ng from6;30 to : 
,7:30 p.m., then backto the Centreat 4634 Walsh<Ave. . 
:(Ukrainian Hall) for games (pc01, shuffleboard, hockey, 
• ping pong, Card games),and baking cream puffs: For 
more Information, call Pat Williams •at 638-0112 or KIm 
~Cordeiro at 635-6511, local. 332. 
'Fdday, January 27 --Every Friday from 8:30 p.m; to mid- 
night, the Terrace Youth Centre, 4634 Walsh Ave. (Ukrai- 
nian Hall) will be holding a "Teen Social Nits" (13 to 19 
years of age). Musicl Dance! Great tunesl Three grand 
door prizest For more information, call Pat Williams at- 
638-0112 orKim Cordeiro at 635-6511, local 332. 
Fdday, January 27 --  "Tales fOr Two's" at the Terrace 
Public Library begins Friday, Jan. 27 at 10:30 p.m, This;is 
a special storytime for two.year-olds and parents. 
Children must be accompanied by an adult. There is no 
charge, but please register in advance, Call the library at 
638-8177. 
January 27, 28 & 29 -- The Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch, Terrace, B.C., 36th annual open bonsplel. Three 
events. Entdes close January 25, Mall entries to Royal 
Canadian Legion, 4425 Legion Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1N7. Phone 635.5825. 
Sunday, January 29 -- The Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
Club will be celebrating their 20th anniversary of service : 
to the Terrace area from I p.m. to 3 p.m. at the Thornhill 
Community Centre. There will be coffee and cake fo r  
everyone and plans and a model of their proposed gym- 
nasium complex will be on display. Everyone is invited 
to attend. 
January 30 and 31 -- Open auditions are being held for 
"Curse of the Staffing Class", a full-length adult/drama 
by Sam Shepherd at the McColl Playhouse, 3625 Kalum 
St. at 7:30 p.m. both nights. This Terrace Little Theatre 
production will be directed by Daniel Barnswell. For 
more Information, phone 635-5170. 
Tuesday, January 31 -- "Teens in Space Nite"! Making 
"UFO's", space video and games at the Terrace Youth 
Centre, 4634 Walsh Ave. (Ukrainian Hall). Call Kim Cor- 
deiro at 635.6511, local 332or Pat Williams at 638-0112 
for further Information, 
Wednesday, FebrUary 1 -- "Towards a Global Civiliza- 
tion: Spiritual Foundations of Cultural Development" 
with Noel Reidy, at Knox United Church, 4907 Lazelle at 
7:30 p.m. Childcare subsidy available, For more Informa- 
tion, call 635-2436. Sponsored by the Northwest 
Development Ed(Jcatlon ASsociation. 
Sunday, February 5 ,-- SNOWARAMAi starting a|~a.m., 1 
West Kalum logging road. Put on by Skeena'qPtdley_ 
Snowmobile Assn. in conjunction with the B.C. •Lions 
Society.for Crippled Chlldren. • 
Monday, February 6 --  The-Terrace Little Theatre will 
hold •its general meeting at 7:30 p.m. in..the McC011 
Playhouse,.at3625 Kalum Street;April. and festival pro- 
ductions will be discussed~ •All members are urged to at- 
tend; New membem are alwayswelcome. 
Wednesday, February8 ~ There will be a meeting of the 
.Skeena Seniors' Affordable Housing Society at the Hap- 
py Gang Centre at 7 p.m. The society's affordab!e hous- 
ing i)roJect'.for setaiors is_rapidly coming togetner ano 
Intere'sted in obtalningmore Infornnatlori on pur- anyone 
chasing a unit is encouraged to attend this Important 
meeting. - " I 
WednesdaY, February 8 . -  Terrace Minor Softball 
general meeting forparents, coaches and volunteers, in- 
formation on registration, at 7 p.m,-inthe library base- 
ment. For more information, phone Ken HendrY a t  
635-5269. 
Thursday, February 9 - -Home for the Aged - -  
Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion planning rmeeting at 7:30 
p.m. in the Senior Citizens' LoUnge, 4623 Tuck Ave. All 
former employees are asked to attend to make this reu- 
nion a success. 
February 13 tO March 13 -- Every Monday, "Asser- 
tiveness Training for Teens'•', 3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. at 
the Northwest Counselling Centre Group Room, 4603 
Park Ave. This course is for teensbetween the ages of 
13 and 18, designed to teach basic communication 
skills and techniques for Improving relationships. 
Please register by calling Lil Farkvam or Lynn Hughes at 
638-8311. 
Monday, February 13 -- "Awareness Night for Parents 
or Primary Caregivers of the Participants", from.7:30 
p.m. to 9:30 p.m. at the Northwest Counselling Centre 
Group Room, 4603 Park Ave. Please come to this course 
to become aware of what your teen will be learning. 
February 16, 17 & 18 and 23, 24 & 25 - -  These are the 
dates set for the performance of Terrace Litt le Theatre's 
new production, "Ladles in Retirement", directed by 
Ken Morton. This three-act play Is a comedy thriller set 
In Victorian England and promises to be great entertain- 
ment, It will be performed In the McColl Playhouse, 3625 
Kalum Street. 
L ,4  J " ~ 
- . , .~.  • . .~  
Loma Morton, Maureen Ogawa, Margaret SinJur:. three sisters in melodrama, mix of 
suspense and mysters. 
Music Festival reps seek 
better school band program 
• Representat ives  for the Pacifo District 88," the brief states. 
ic Northwest Music• Festival • Commitment and support of 
have expressed concern over the the administration to the pro- 
• gradual deterioration of school gram is questioned because, the 
• .band programs in School Dis- brief .indicates, the-elementary 
trict 88, and festival president supervisor and music coordina- 
Norah Ferguson toldthe board tar have stated that'the program- 
:of. trusteesat  meeting Jan. 10 ..isn't:. their. • responsibility,-.and.. 
:~the~re are: fe'ars that the program i elementarYSchooi,prin~p.~,ex- 
.. may  ~l isappear  altogether. : pressed areluctimce to'hav.e the 
val to continue to be as effective 
a force as it has been in the 
past". 
_ Skip Bergsma, the district's 
assistant superintendent, old 
Ferguson and Kerr that discus-~ 
sions had been held in the fall 
with;regard tothe Grade 7 band 
program. •K meeting with teach- 
ers and principals Was scheduled 
\ 
j . ' ,{ .  
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Expe i ed cast" . . . .  ren  c n 
new TLT production 
Contributed by 
Hennio Cook 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
group is once again in the midst 
of rehearsalsl 
"Ladies in Retirement" by 
Edward Percy and Reginald 
Denham .is the latest play, in a 
long list of fine productions, to 
be produced for Terrace audi- 
ences by: the  Terrace Little 
Theatre. A melodrama, set in 
the late 1800's in an old house 
on the marshes of the Thames 
estuary some ten miles east of 
Gravesend, it offers an exciting 
mix of suspense and mystery and 
a look at life at the turn of the 
century. I had the opportunity 
this week to take a peek at the 
rehearsals and to interview the 
cast. This week we'll take a look 
at three members of the cast who 
will portray the Creed sisters, 
Ellen, Louisa and Emily. 
Maureen Ogawa, who makes 
the role of Ellen look like it was 
created for her, was born in 
England. She arrived in Terrace 
in 1964 to teach in our local 
school system and joined the 
Theatre in 1966. Maureen took 
part in the pantomime "The 
Emperor's New Clothes" as 
"Suki". Later she played: the 
part. of, a lady of ill-repute in 
Harold Pinter's "The Birthday 
• Party" which won the zone 
festival and c0mpetedin the pro- 
and immigrated to Canada in 
1957. She lived in Vancouver for 
some time and moved :to Terrace 
in 1967 when Molly Nattress 
persuaded her to .help backstage 
with the production of "The 
Emperor's New Clothes". Mar- 
garet's interest in theatre began 
in early .childho0d and her 
fascination with theatre has con- 
tinued throughout her life. She 
has not only acted in such 
diverse roles as the secretary in 
"Dirty Linen" and the Fairy 
Godmother in "Cinderella", she 
has also served her time as vice 
president,  secretary and 
treasurer of the association. 
Lama Morton takes on the 
role of Louisa, .the third of the 
Creed sisters. The role of Louisa 
calls for a simple, childlike yet 
excitable little woman, and Lor- 
na with her tremendous talent 
brings total credibility tO. this 
role. Lorna credits some of her 
talentto the fact that as a girl in 
Suffolk County, England, she 
grew up in a theatrical family. 
She travelled a lot during the 
50's and 60,s and was involved 
in  theatre groups in Austria~ 
Germany and Malaysia. Lorna 
: came to Terrace in 1969 and 
• . - soon  joined the local  theatre 
group. Some o f '  her .more 
memorable roles, were "Mother 
Superior" in the play :"Letter 
from the General" in 1984, a: 
..- FergUs0n~ at tempted  by  program-taking place during 
muse ~fdtivalrep Marilyn Kerr, normal school hours 
:submitted a four page brief to Since the program coordina 
the board outlining the*follow tor's position was eliminated, 
ing:~- :'~:: ~ there is no one to keep track of 
• Grade 6 and. 7 band pro- instruments and sheet music. 
grams were totally eliminated .Thousands of dollars worth 
during the provincial govern- have disappeared. 
ment's restraint parley in the'• 
early 1980's. Previously band 
• classes were held during school 
hours and taught by full-time 
itinerant music teachers. 
• Grade 7 band has been re- 
instituted, but at a reduced level. 
It's" offered after school two 
"days a week at both Skeena 
Junior and Caledonia schools. 
• Only" 39 of 178 Grade 7 
students in Terrace are enrolled 
in the band program. Of 71 
Grade 7 students in Thornhill, 
25 are involved. By contrast, 
there are about. 200 students: 
enrolled in Kitimat and Prince 
Rupert, where band instruction 
begins in Grade6. 
" I t  seems to us that if these 
districts can work out the logisti- 
cal problems, there is no reason, 
given commitment to and sup- 
port of the program, that this 
cannot also happen in School 
• The brief-recommends that 
band classes hould be •held ur- 
ing school hours under the,in- 
struction .0f:an itinerant band 
teacher. It also suggests 
that choir should be offered 
as a program option beyond 
Grade 7. 
The board was urged to exam- 
ine the manner in which adja- 
cent school districts have over- 
come their problems in order to 
preserve an extensive band pro- 
gram. The brief also recom- 
mended that the position of 
band program coordinator be 
reestablished. 
The brief closed by commend- 
ing the teachers who have man- 
aged to keep the band program 
alive, but it expressed apprehen- 
sion that continued deteriora- 
tion of the program "will seri- 
ously affect the ability of the 
(Pacific Northwest) Music Festi- 
[ 
• for Jan. 9-~thenigiit before.the vincial finals. She went on to be 
board meeting - -  but due to the  Joan of ' Arc in "Chamber 
strike is didn't takep l~,  •.i Music, which won her a ~oup 
We W0Uidlike~fo re~ tO the " IE'st Supporting Actress Award. 
enrolment levels of the past," Maureen and her family moved 
Bergsma said, and •added that: to Houston during the 70's and 
the brief's recommendations 
will be acted on "when things 
return to normal". 
Show of support 
Scheduled performances 
in the schools by the Great 
Lakes Brass quintet had to 
be cancelled last week be- 
cause of the strike, ~ but the 
group came to Terrace any- 
way and gave two shows at 
the Terrace Arena. 
On Jan. 21 the quintet of- 
fered five hours of workshops at 
Knox United Church, and 
Norah Ferguson said it was an 
indication of interest on the part 
o f  students that 65 of them 
showed up to take in the Satur- 
day session. 
Subscription Order Form: 
I-I I year -  $24.00  D 2 years - -  $45 .00  
[] Cheque [] Money.Order I-1 Master Card [] Visa 
Please send a s0bscription "to: 
N ~  " , 
Cord No. 
Expiry Dote 
Mail or bring this form to: 
Terrace Review 
4545 Oreig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., vgG 1M7 
k Jdr t t l  
Phone Postal Code , 
she continued her acting with 
roles in "The Hand that Cradles 
the Rock" and "The Mumberly 
Inheritance". Returning to Ter- 
race in 1986, she once again 
became involved with the Little 
Theatre .in the fail of '88 when 
she took part in the Reader's 
Theatre. "Ellen" is her first in- 
volvement in a full productio n 
since returning to Terrace. 
Margaret Sinjur, a wonderful 
actress who is still remembered 
by many Terrace residents for 
her role as "Mrs. Puffin" in 
"Goodnight Mrs. Puffin", a 
play performed in the early 70's, 
takes on the part of Emily 
Creed. Margaret was born in 
Wales, but grew up in England 
fraulein in "Young Dracula" in 
'86 and parts in a series Of skits 
in "Couch Potato" in '87 
Alth0ugh her great love in 
theatre has always been acting, 
she has also been an active 
member o f  the executive 
whenever she was needed. She 
has served as president, 
secretary and building registrar. 
She has worked the front of the 
house, on sets, and looked after 
costumes. As another member 
of the Little Theatre said, "Lor- 
na and her husband Ken have 
for many years been the 
backbone of the theatre in Ter- 
race." 
"Ladies in Retirement" will 
be opening at the McColl 
Playhouse on Kalum Street on 
February 16 and will run for six 
nights on two consecutive 
weekends. 
Watch for more Terrace Little 
Theatre Profiles by Hennie 
Cook next week. 
S~lors Jn Terrace and District $12.00 . 
Seniors out of Terrace and District SIS.IX) 
Centennial Christian 
School 
ADDITION OF GRADE 8 
Our school facilities which are nearing completion 
allow us to consider the addition of Grade 8 to our 
school program in September 1989. 
Applications for Grade 8 will be received until 
February 10, 1989. 
Enquires for Kindergarten through Grade 7 are 
also welcome. 
Contact:  
Centennial  Christ ian School - -  635'6173 
Frank Voogd - -  Principal - -  638-0108 
Bfli Henderson-  635-4381 
16 S; 
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A city proclamation declaring Jan. 15 to 30 as the official period for the 1989 Kinsmen 
Mothers' March campaign was signed by Major Jack Talstra during a special luncheon at 
Don Diego's Restaurant last week. Pictured above (left to right) are Kathy Hicks, Mothers' 
Meals organizer; Patti Anderson, Honarary Mothers ';Marcher; Mayor Jack Talstra; Donna 
Mc.lsack, District Area Mothers' March captain; and Walter Pearce, Mothers' March chair- 
man. 
Yo---ur chance to get involved-- 
ALANON FAMILY GROUPS: for family and 
friends of alcoholics. If someone else's drink- 
Ing is affecting your life, please Join us in 
Alanon. Meetings are on Monday nights at 8 
p.m. In the meeting room on the Psychiatric 
ward of Mills Memorial Hospital, and at 1:30 
p.m. In the Alcohol and Drug office, downetairs 
from City Hall, 3215 Eby Street on Wednesday 
(non.sm0king). For more Information, call 
638-1291. 
ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
one else's drinking, in Alsteen you can meet 
others who share your experience, and learn 
about alcoholism ae an Illness. if alcohol is a 
problem in your family, come to an Alateen 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeens Junior Secondary, Room 111. For more 
Information, call 635-2436. 
The Ten,co Child Development Centre needs 
volunteers to assist our therapy and pre-school 
staff with Individual treatment programs. Ac. 
tivitiim Include: bike riding, swimming and 
other staff recommendations. For more infor- 
mation contact Meureen or Monlque at 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Tonaco Youth Ceetre'a hours are: For 10 
to 19 year aide, Tuesdsye and Wednesdays, 7- 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 year aids Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety of programs to 
interest everyone who comes* through the TYC 
or you can Just hang out, It's up to you. We are 
always In the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre is located at 4634 Welsh 
Avenue in the old Ukrainian Hall, phone 
635-2018. 
Even/Monday evening it's Cdbbsge Night at 
Terrscevlew Lodge from 7 tc 9 p.m.Everyone In 
the community Is invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
interested In helping the Scouts or Girl Guides, 
or the community? Short on time, but still In. 
terested?;The B.P. Guild will help you help, 
without necessarily filling your calendar, if'you 
don't have the time to become a Scouting 
leader, you can still help Scouts through the 
Guild, or if you wished you had gone Into 
Scouting, the Guild can get you helping with 
Scouting events. For more Information, con- 
tact Finn Larsen at 638-8897. 
Terrace AimoeMtlon for community Living 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing In Terrace. For more information please 
phone Janlce st 635-9322. 
The Tosetmsotws Club meets on the first and 
third Tuesday of every month at Caledonia 8r. 
Secondary School, room 3, at 7:30 p.m. Drop in 
' and see what It's all about. 
Do you need a break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infant8 and toddlers. 
Children 8gee 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, g:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tlan Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No prevl0ue knowledge expected. For more In. 
formation Of transportation,, cell H!!da st 
635-7871 or Ruth at e38.2821, We tOOK rorwara 
to mining youl 
The Terrace Friends end Families Of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets - 
once per month. Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim of the group Is to  provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
to learn more or become part of this group ie 
welcome to attend the meetlnge. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p'.m.*atCaledSnia Senior 
• Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
in playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
635-4096 or May McFarlsnd at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent FamUy mimtlngs are held the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more In. 
formation phone Dabble "at 635-4383 or Helen 
st 6354336. 
Sksona Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regu!ar 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m.'In the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, assist the lime fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society Is receiving 
donations from people of good will, 8o that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Is looking for coechesl 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
" during theday. 
Tenaso Contract Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rd Thursday of each month at the Legion. 
Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnda at 635-5992 or 635-9141. 
The Torrsoe Women's Resource Centrs'a 
operating hours areMonday to Friday, 12 noon 
to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
p.m. We offer confidential support, informa- 
tion, referrals, legal Into., support groups, 
drop-in ceQtre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
6380228. 
The Royal Purple Lod~e #216,  Tenaso holds 
me0tlngs the 2rid and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For Information and membership, 
please phone 635-6643 or 635-2415. 
The Happy Gang Centre for scnlom offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sowing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m,, cribbage and bridge., 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch, scoond Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A,P.O 
Branch 73. For further Into., contact he Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 835~g090. 
The Alzhelmet :lnlormatlon line: phone 
636-3178. 
: ,~._, . ' ,  ~ '  . - f '~ . , "  . . . .  , . - ,  
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-i~: ~ -I willboth lay medown 
in  peace,/arid sleep: for 
thou, Lord, only mal~eth- 
me dwell in safety. : '  
. . . . . . .  Psalm.4:8 
Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m. Fr. Allan • F. Noonon . . . . .  
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. . 'O.M.h, ' .... , : . 
• - .~i/ 
i 
• < : • 
• . . . . . 
St. Matthew'sAngliCan Episcopal:Church 
Sunday Services:. Rector Ray.: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Heimann Dittrich 
. Sunday School clones are held during the 9a.m. ser¢lce. Chl!d care Is 
6s I • 4506 Lakelse Avenue 5-  
I 
Christ Lutheran Church ..• 
Starting Sunday January 1, Worship Service at 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
P~stor: Donald P. Bolstad: 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 o.m. 
Divine Service: 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. 
'3306 Griffiths 
Pastor: 
ale Unruh --  Idlak7511 
prayer Meeting: 
Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
655.3252 
Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sund.o. y f~wvices: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a,m. 6:30 p.m. 
~2 Soar'ks Street 
Pastors: 
Jim Westmon 
Gordon Froese 
¢ I _  
Prayer Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635-5115. 
Knox United Church 
sunday Worship: 
10:30 a.m. • 
Sunday School: 
10:30 a.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister: 
Stan Bailey 
~Y0uth Group: 
6:30 p.m. 
m 
655-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eedy Scrvlce: Pastor:. 
8:30 a.m. 
Aseoclate Psston 
Sunday School: 
10:00 e.m. 
Morning Scrvlce: 11:15 a.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
John Caplin 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evening brvlce: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
. . . . . . .  d 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible khooh pastor: Rick Wlebe 
9:45 a.m. AB't pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invltml 
Youth Mlnlstrlml ,Home Bible Studlim • Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue .... 635-7727, 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services g 
9:30 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
I1:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting, ~/,~7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting . 
For Further Informatlmicall 
4643 Welsh Avenue 635-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
8orvlose: Pastor:. 
1~1 nday & 5 p.m. Peter Sluys -- 035-2621 a.m. 
Coffee Break, ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 0:30 s.m. & 7:45 p.m, 
3602 Sparks 836-8178 
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Seconds, thirds . . .  they can-help 
themselves. The selection changes 
weekly. 
Come share the fun of Saval~s Kidz 
BUffet. Only for kids 12 and under. 
Only on Tuesdays. Regular, only $4.95! 
Savala's Kidz Only Buffet is a family 
dream come true. 
It's free entertainment. Balloom .and 
games. And a buffet table piled high 
as the sky with every kid's favourite 
foods. 
• . • . . 
Look  for our  f lyer in the mail,  w i th  coupon savings for the who le  family! 
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Northwest Community College Business Administration . . . .  
student Maggie Klassen was awarded the David H. Maple- 
ton Award last week by Director of Business Programs Dick 
Kilborn for achieving the highest grade in Business ..... 
Management 252. Klassen and NWCC business student "" "- - ' - -"  "~ . . . . . . . . . . .  :i :* 
PatriclaLecleir (not in picture) also received bursarles of 
$100 Management. • ach for These having awards the are highest made available st nding in Credit an ually by I,, The Ry atts By Jock  E l rod  I : : : '  
David H. Mapleton, president of Credit Management Ser- 
• vices of  ,Vancouver, to  •encourage• and recognize high 
academic :.-achlevement;.bY Business :Administration1 ' • o .OOE=3N 1", g#T- " j 
ptrUdre;~s.and to acknowledge the high standards of NWCC / /~o~v . , ,  , . : i 
1" .:. Exi~¢rior and  in ter io r  pa ints  : .. ! ~'~~""~ I 
. Sunworthy wa[[paper  • " ' ' . .. - - .. 
• . " 'A l l  the  supp l iesyou"need ' : . . . .  . . 
4610 Lazelle Ave i 
.14 Chief - . : - ~e ~,OWZn . . . .  .'= ~ I , . IKE  1"HA / ~ 13 GrowoId ~~t~"  lli~l=j!  15Slckneslc,eF~l=b r 
to r(:llVld ~ German phllollopner ' I 
• ~!~::rl:lthwlfe !!:uct3~3oMlE:dT,~:az:.~ 10.n(~~yln.~i115~in~gbr 31~SWPoarlSd.:ideWorkerB,!i!~n1:eiess E t;Iy0O N 44~~~ ~::::r~prsopea~.44~n::=° ! ,e ,  I 
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BI ANI(  CLASSlFi£D ADVERTISING 
i 
-,,~ ~i~ii.~: i:;~',i::/ ..... ~" • ~'. These Ads appear in the more then 75 Newspapers of the B.C, end Yukon Community 
, ,  :~ :~ , ' .~ , ' ,  ....... ~-,, .- .... • .... Newspapers Association end reach more then 1,000,000 homes and • potential two million readers. 
or 2Swords ($3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace • Review •at 635-78 
• . . . . . .  . . ~ / ,~ ,~. :  .~  . - . .  . . . • . - 
)!i!;:] ..... '~"::::! : : ' : . . . . .  HEALTH: & BEAUTY PETS & LIVESTOCK ::I( :~ii::i!:iii!~• !] " ' 
..... ~,. OT IVE  -BUSINESS EQUIPMENT . . . .  . : '  
~-: OPPORTUNIT IES  AND MACHINERY .._ ~":"' =oney .down " O.A.G. Painl Don,t:Accept, lt!El im- Wrinkle dogs, and register- " 
y any new/used Shell canada islooking for Attention Tool Jobbers! inate through Myotherap.y ed Chinese Shar-pei pups 8 
a lessee for a location in New patented concept for Bonnie Prudden Metl~oa. weeks old from first re, ! ~'fruck or van. Deal direct 
~:~:ilwith .'Factory Broker. Call Northern B.C. The applicant rachets and sockets. U.S. Headache, numbness, back gistered blood line. Quality 
Keith874-0778. D.6102. should be  an  energetic, manufactured. Hollow Hexx pain, tingling, Sciatica, Ar- animals $800. and up(604) 
$1'Down leases a newcar or team oriented individual, drive and sockets allows. {hri{Is, -TMJ and many 681-473.7, or (604)873-0475 more. Dentist or M.D. re- Vancouver. 
.... truck. Seven year warranty. Mechanical expertise would bolts to pass through, i1.. 
: Payments from $139.1Mo. be a definite asset. There' Iiminating need- for deep ferrals. 584-3822 Surrey. REAL ESTATE 
:O.~.,C. Call lease manager will be an Investment re- sockets. Increased .strength 
.... ::at (604)465-8931. DL5584. quired. If you are Interest- of drive and sockets. Avail- - HELP WANTED 
• able for first time ever Nowl Construction Superintendent Three bedroom Log House, ed in operating your own basement, 180 acres, part- 
'Nodown payment and bank business under the Shell For full details call 1-852- -United Properties Ltd. A ially cleared, some timber 
flnancing O.A.C. Leaselpur" brand name send resume 3335. .... young; dynamic organiza- Hazelton, B.C. Spring wet- 
chase  new, used trucks, to: Mr. O. Boersma, #215 - :cars B.C.'s largest~ Ford 3033 Ospeka Blvd., Prince 1980 950 Cat Loader quick- tion with 13 years of suc- er, spectacular view, moun- 
Dealer since 1927. Call Bob .George, B.C. V2N 4L5. change 3rd valve $59,000. cessful developments in the tains, training corrals, tack, bunkhouse, loafing oil 
construction superintendent sheds. (604)842-5461. Langstaff collect 522-2821. (604)561-1822. 1975 950 Cat Loader quick- housing industry, requires a 
D.#5276. Cash In On Tax Reform! change 3rd valve $39,000. of proven ability with amin- SERVICES 
BtJSiN-ESS Learn income Tax Prepar- Both in good condition. 2- imum. of 10 years exper- 
townhouse wood OPPORTUNITIES ation by correspondence. 631B scrapers ready to work. $60,000. (403)668- ience in • frame construction for their ICBC injury Claims? Call 
Mailorder Book. D.rop.ship E?:; yo~ricertaif~ua~eenO~u - 6570. " " " project in the Whistler Dale Carr-Hardsr. - 20 years 
Distributors wantea, zuo+ medical school before law. titles No inventory Invest- sive franchise territories. FOR SALE MISC. Area.; Preference will be a trial lawyer with five years 
given to applicants with pre- 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex-  
ment'requlred..lOO%.m:[k; F~rt~reelbr°~hUlr:leS~a~°S~ b: Yummy muffins, .soups, vlous experience In the perlenced In head. Injury 
' UD; StOD-DV-Stel) ai$trlo • ki t  suonlled. Free .facts. vices, 205 - 1345 Pembina pasta, monster cinnamon same area. Qualified indiv- and other major claims. Per- 
'_ . , - r _  ~ . . . . .  ,,., . . , - , . . . -  Hwv., WinniDeo, Man. R3T :buns from "Raves 'n,Craves iduals should send a detail- centafle fees available. 
uarant, uox ;,¢~uovv=, . u , -  2B6". 1 800 6~53144. der Ba?, Ontario.•P7Br5G3. - - - - , .., .C0okbook" plus [}onus, ed resume in strictest con- 
Canada s largest Calend~[r Pathfinder Vacations. The. ".Favorites from UBC BaKe- fidence to: United Proper- 
& Business Gift Company forerunner and leader In snop.  $12.951set plus $2. ties.Ltd., 201 - 1195 West Menta l ly  Handicapped 
needs self-starters selling to deluxemotdrhome rentals is postage. Cheque or. M/O: Broadway, Vancouver, B.C. group home near Salmon 
local.businesses. Highest undergoing, expansion in Rave Publlcationsi 2205 V6H 3X5. Attention: John Arm has vacancy.-.Indivld- 
• commissions and small re-.. ~satelite areas. Applications West 33rdAve., Vancouver, Church~ Projects Manager. ual rooms, good programs, 
fundabi ,e investment .  " are.now being accepted for B.C. V6M 1C1. " ...~i~. " . . - loving staff.Family group is 
O.-DoKtt~41 " DRG,  360 agents In your area. Capital .*bn ranch B°YSCghr~s up home high functioning. 21-30 near Must years. Inquiries: 835-8327 
Dreyer~:, West, Aja)~. LIS-.Investment ,required= from •~]ldtime Fiddle andCotJntry Manager-  
6WI~:~ (=H6~427-8520. '~ $10,000 with fina.ncing avail- M0s lc -Theklndyou ~ileVer have child care expertise Mr, Calvert. 
Unlimi'ted :'Drofit in Mali'l • able to thOSecW:~ bqU~l~ltl~ find in stores. Free cats- and management abilities. 
Order, 120  moneymaking inves~mem.,p u .. ~...,.^ Iogues. The Music .Barn, SaJary $1800-$23001month. Complete Divorce Just 5-15. 
business reports with re- mot~2om~s). , ~ a [ / 3 ~ ' ~  Dept. 522 -7305 Woodbine Phone Vic Calvert 835-8327 weeks for $69.95 plus court Ave. ,  Markham, Ontario. evenings, costs. Processing extra. No 
pr in t  r ights :  for. o.nJy ,u%o~,"~,,~"~,,~'-~";,,~=~ v L3R3V7. r court appearance. No con- 
n / g /  U ~ I , ( ~ I I Q o  I I t J  U l  i v u u v ~ , = ]  $61.95. For In;ormatlo u • Skeena Sawmills, Sawmill sent of spouse necessary. 
send self-addressed stamp- : . _ - Lighting Fixtures. Western. Electrician. Must be cert- Eligible? Find outtl Free 
ed envelope to.  I.D. Mer- Laay uperators - only chantile,"Dept. C.N.P., R.R. $30,000 investment can earn Canada's largest display, ifled with T.Q. Sawmill ex- Information and Divorce 
~#4, Niagara-on-the-Lake, profits .of '$50,60,000 per Wholesale and retail. ~Free perlence and a know- Same system since would be 1970. Divorcervice 687- 
Ont. LOS 1J0. year in th is  booming- new Catalogues available. Nor- ledge of P.L.C.'gs °°d Actl 
• Bed ~ Tonin ~ Tables By business. No experience: burn Lighting Centre., 4600 an asset, we offer the full 2900 collect. Also: Save $$$ I 
• ~_ . = . . . .  necessary. Complete train- East Hastings Street, Burn- range of I.W.A. wages and U-Sell Real Estate Kit 
Body ueslgn Aii on one sys- benefits. Contact: Hugh Mc- $149., U-Type Corporation 
1 ,~99-0666. .  ' " Kenna, Electrical Supervis- Kit $15. plus costs. 201 - tam •or complete 7 bed 18~g 3 t~)~l dad' Collect (604) aby, B.C. VhC 2K5. Phone 
salon. Best prices, best _ - or, Skeena Sawmills, Box 1252 Burrard, Vancouver, 
quality. Leasing available. EDUCATIONAL 10, Terrace, B.C. VaG 4A3. B.C. 687-2900 collect. 
Phone: 1-800-661-8894. A Free Hunting, Fishing, 635-6336.' TRAVEL ............... "How To Play. Popular Camping Catalog ($6.00 va- 
Trucking B.C; and Alberta Piano Or Organ. New home lue). Send your expired Overseas Positions. Hund- 
operating authority for sale study course. Fast, easy hunting or fishing license reds of top paying positions. Skiers: Lake Louise, Can- 
With or without some or all metl~od. Guaranteedl Free (photocopyacceptable) and All occupations. Attractive ada's Favorite, has 6 night/ 
the equipment. Call (604) information. Write: Studio S.I.R. will mall a free 388 benefits. Free details. Over- 5 day ski holidays trom 
578-8260. 63, 3284 Boucherie Rd., page(over 6,500 Items)An- seas Employment Services, $182. per person quad oc- 
Wrap up profits by combin- Kelowna i B.C. V1Z 2H2." 'nual Sportsman Catalog. Dept. CA, Box 460, Mount cupancy. Other varieties of 
ing Body Toning tables by packages available. Call 1- Suntang and European Uni Master 1988 Tax  Reforml S.I.R. Mall Order, Dept. Royal, Quebec. H3P 3C7. 
Wrap. Best prices, best Indepth correspondence 247, 1385 Ellice Avenue, - quality/Call 392-7443. course on personal Income Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3G Store DetectivetSecurity, 800-661-1158. 
3N1. Offer expires March Private Investigation. can- i adlan'Tralning Manual, Pro- South American escorted tax. $225. fee covers all 
Shop-Easy Grocery Store costs and is tax deductible. .31~ 1989. beautiful south Interior B.C. Phone collect: Personal Tax fessional Instruction, 240 tour from Vancouver April 
nos Aires. $1995. sharing Sales $750,000, excellent Services (403)482-5614. Reg- Light fixtures, electrical me- pages. Send $29.95, M.D. 1. Vis t Rio, Iquaseu, Due-
profit return. $125,000 in- Istered B.C. Private Train- tore, generators, phase con- Loss Prevention Consulting vertors, transformers, fans, Inc., Box 7157, Depot 4 ,  Includes air, hotel, tours. 
cludes equipment plus. ing Institution. Call 530-5855 for brochure 
$50,000 Inventory. Li~/ing welders, wiring materials. Mictorla~ B.C. V9B4Z3. and reservations. 
quarters. Silvert'on, B.C. Diploma correspondence. Friesen Electric, Abbots- 
(604)358-2297 Clyde Ham- Free Calendar. High' School ford. 859-7101 or.1-800-663- Experienced small engine Dr iv ing to Vancouver.? 
menD. . . . .  Upgrading, English, Book- 6976. • mechanic required immed- 
Entrepreneur. Ground floor keeping, Accounting~ Corn- lately by busy Hondaand $39.95 Drive and Stay Spe,,- 
opportunity in the exploding puters, Business Adminl- Arthrit ic pa in?  Aching logging supply dealer in ial at the Blue Boy Motor Hotelwith this ad. 725 S.E. 
clean water Industry. Ex -s t ra t lon ,  Small Business back? Stiff joints? Sleeping Smithers. Apply Trac & 
ceptional product marketing Management, Office Man- hands? "Beulah O I1"  Trail Equipment, Box3100, Marine Drive. 1-800-663- 
plan. $5,000 Investment se- agement, Legal Secretary, helpsll Send $1." for bro- Smithers, B.C; V0J 2N0. 6715. Expires March 30, 
cured by Inventory. 463- Taxation, Marketing, Per- churelinformation: Beulah 847-9405. 1989. 
0671. sonnel, Hotel & Restaurant Land, Box 1086, Portage La 
, . . .  more. National College, Pralrle~ Man. RIN 3C5. Lawyer required for General 
Heavy Trucks:'AII makes Vancouver 688-4913 toll free Practice. Pleasant working 
leasing and sales. New or 1-800,387-1281 (24 hours). GARDENING conditions. Apply in'writing 
used. Low Interest 12.9% ' to. Perry & Company, Box ~ i 
O.AIC, Full-time Reefer," EQUIPMENT & Interested in Greenhouse or 790, Smithers, B.C. V0J 
Van, Flatdeck work supplied MACHINERY ' . .. 
when needed, .Minimum in-  Used John Deere Tractor Hydroponic Garden;ng'( 2N0 . . . .  
vestment $8,000. Please call parts 40, 420,  440, 1010 • Greenhouses $195. ,  Hydro- PETS & L IVESTOCK 
11800)663-4359, • . 2010, 350, 45D,. 555, M~ ponic Gardens $39., Hal ldes 
Need Money?Loca l  and Crawlers 300 ,  310,  410 f rom $ i40.  Over 2000 pro- Ak i tas  Japanese Bear Dogs . . . .  2 5  WORDS Pups " investors want 9300 Backhoes. 440, 54(J ducts in stock, super prices, and adults available. 
°VertiCes?Is business .van- Sk!ders:. 60.units,,_d/smant; ' ;;eee t?8~!~_~.~61~!IwT~ CKC reglstered.~ Excellent - ' . . . .  guard dogs..For.more, in- S159 . . . .  
II Federal Business leo. YellOW user ou~u,, ;;~-',~ , - - - - - -  - ~..- ! ' tu~;es. Ca . . . . . .  . . . .  . Farms, ~z44 5e mour ~t,, -formation ph0ne. ~,1"766" ~ . . . . .  ~ 
• m nt Bank at 1 800 Bvland, Kelowna. Phone. " - - ~[,,- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • Develo e " ~ " " • • ncouver u.u. ~,¢~u ~u. 
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J Clas S''lhed Ads. Deadhne' "is:M ndaY,O !P , m : ' : .. 
; i _ ;-,, . . . . .  " : - - , - -  ":---'.,"a;-;,',-,, will ,,dnt free of char~eanyad offeringto share something I ~S: Citizen i As  a pUOll¢ ~iervltt;~ tile • I= l r fu t  ,~  a U v w n  1"  • ~ . ,, . . . . .  
~mth the communit (eg,, rides, child care, free items).•In addiuon there will be.no.charge for l speakers an~ Purebred registered German " Y • . . " hedge trimrt 
Shepherd puppies; male and female. . "Los t  & Found" or for ads p, laced by mdividuals seekmg work. " ] " . ~ " I ' [ " " . JI ~ ~w I , • $10: I_a 
Both parents can be seen. Asking I o.,.,lm per !.ss~e; M.O0 for: 30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each.; : :  i ,  : : ; : :~"  ; $250 and up. Pho e 635-3826. 2/3
Wanted: Mammoth Donkey Jack to • " 'D  r l ay -  oar issue,'4.75 per column inch. . : • .... : : : :  ; i . .  i::i chlnaicrvs 
service mare in :spring of '89." R. I We reserve the right •to classify, C~!!t or refuse any advertisement.• ",• eli sea. Pilon( t 
Hues, R.R, 1 ,  Telkwa, B.C. PhOne I TERMS: Payment with order •unless otherwtse arranged. " " r , .... " " Weekends. :846-5380. . 2/3 ,..., u ; . -   u,p.e. i Please Send your  ad with payment  o: 4535 Greig Ave., . " ' .  *: " ' "~ " : " ' q r 
Phohe 632-5294. 2/3 
Autumnmne picture, 6'/z~ by 4Vz, 
radio record player, 
and cabinet, $300: eleGtrlc 
mer, $35: large crookery 
:  large steamer truck, $50. 
3/lp 
Royal Albert, / Old Country Rose 
: l ;:¢ry tal punch bowl'.& 18 glee- 
• a. h e 638-0240 after5 p.m. or 
• 2/3 
Sunbeam toaster with extra Wide 
slots for bread, pastry; or muff.ins. 
Six position browning c0ntrol,'Uke 
new. Asking $30. Phone 635-3751. 
2/10 
e • • Important Message for Businesses and Managersl 
WORRIED ABOUT WHMIS? / 
We will help you comply with the amendments o the Hazar- 
dous Products Act that require every workplace in Canada to 
have a WHMIS ~-- Workplace HazardousMaterials Informa- 
tion • System. 
• Inventory of hazardous matedalls 
• labelling and classification 
• material safety data ghosts (MSDS) 
• employee training 
Call us today for free i-ilt81 consultation. 
Sheridan Jaekman Consultants Inc. 
A-4506 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P4 
Te lephone (604) 635-9511 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboald. The 
new:hours for the Terrace Loan Cup. 
board are a8 follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a,m. 
Thursclsys from 1 tO $ p.m. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours st 
the following numbers: 635-2122. or 
635-7941. 1125p 
Introduction to mete-physics. 
8-week course starting on Tuesday, 
Feb. 7 from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. at 
the Terrace Women's Resource Cen- 
tre on Park. $30. Pre-registratlon Is 
required. Phone 635-5829 for further 
Information. 2/lp 
Princess House Canada,'a Colgate- 
Palmolive Company famous for cry- 
stal, china, silverware and other 
decorator products. To find out how 
to beco n~e a consultant. Call collect 
624-3445. Serious caller only. 2/17 
uNIQUE FRANCHISE  OPPORTUNITY  
Chocolates & 
Cappuccino Bar 
Dean's Chocolates, o well-known name since 
1930 in Western Canada, is now launching his 
new MULTI-PROFIT CENTER franchising concept. 
Dean's stores features 
Due Exclusive: 
• Deans' Chocolates 
• Ice Cream, Nuts & Candy 
• Cappuccino - -  Coffee 
• European Pastries 
We Offer:  A profitable track record, full training, 
quality name and reputation. 
Location Avallable: Skeena Mall 
Minimum Cash Investment $40,000. Call or write, 
Franchise Director - -  Dean's Chocolates 
14B 7621 Vantage Way, Delta, B.C., V4G 1A6 
Phone: ((~li) e46-1116 
A)/ IL WestarTirnber 
Certified Millwrights 
Northwest Operations 
Westar Timber Ltd. is an innovative forest products company with 
operations in the northern and southern interior of British 
Columbia. 
The Northwest Operations of Westar Timberare located in the 
heart of an excellent sport fishing and hunting district within driving 
distance of Terrace or Smithers, B.C. These Operations are 
comprised of two export producing sawmills, associated woodlands 
and a coastal og handling facility. 
We are presently looking for CERTIFIED MILLWRIGHTS to 
work as part of a three-shift maintenance team. Qualifications fo r  
• this pos!tion include: 
• Millwright T.Q 
• 2-3 years experience in the lumber industry 
• familiarity with P.M. programs 
• good communication skills 
If you meet hese criteria, please reply in writing to: Mr. F. Spisak, 
Maintenance Superintendent. 
\ . '~  ? 
:. • ? 
Black and Decker skill sew, g0()d" 
working condition, $35. Kerosene 
heater, brand new, still in box. Never 
used. Asking $120 abe. Phone 
632-6394 or 632-6249. 2/10 
sA length men's brown leather mat; 
new, size medium; ladles brown 
leather coat size 14116. Asking $75 
each. Phone 638.0907. ,2/10 
Two carpets; foam backed, §'xg' 
green blend,-.$25. 8'x8' rust tweed, 
,$20. Phone 638-0907. • 2/10 
Dollhouse, hand made. 3' tall, 3 
stories, totally enclosed. Must be 
seen to be appreciated• Asking $200 
obo. Phone 624-5562. .2/3 
Tundra full size high rise blue pick- 
up canopy, like new. Asking $1,200 
firm. Phone 635.5630 after 4 p.m. on- 
ly. 2/3 
Brand new boys Micron hockey 
skates. Size 3 Jr. Never used. Asking 
$23. Phone624-5299. ' 2/3 
Two cushion couch; beige on wood. 
en frame and chair. Asking $150. 
Phone 624.5562. 2/3 
Loveeset plus 2 chalrs_.$400.; Rattan 
dinette set, glass tatP;aP;:~p-wlth 4 
chairs, $400.; Sony 20" color TV,  
$250. Yamaha portable organ, $300. 
Stereo stand, $50. Phone 635.7466. 
, 2/3 
Kenmoro sewing machine, used 
twice, has 10 built-In stitched, with 
accessory and attachement kit.'Ask- 
ing $300 abe. Phone 633-2355. ' 2/3 
Harvest gold, frost free frldge, stan- 
dard size. Asking $300. Phone • 
638.0907. 2/10 
REPORTER WANTED 
Michael Kelly 
Experienced newspaper reporter for a weekly Terrace Review 
newspaper wanted. Photographic skills required 4535 Greig Avenue 
and preferably our own 35 mm camera equipment. Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Salary negotiable depending on experience, or phone 
Send resume to: 635-7840 
13" Lady Kanmore range; avacado 
color, very good condition. Asking 
$250. Phone 635-9725. 2/10 
1074 they Capri, good running con- 
ditlon. $500 obo. Phone 635-2264. 
1118p 
1967 Cougar with 101'9 302 motor. 
E x ~  babysitter ~ for 
weekend sitting. Phone 
tfnc 
Person to week inside sales for 
 - etic Motivated ! 
I Hazrdresser Wanted I
to work full time in a 
progress ive  modern  
salon. Must have B.C. 
l icense and 2 years 
experience. Apply at: 
Rhonda's 
Hair Designs 
4624 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-8787 
i i 
Mature, responsible young woman 
will do all housekeeping duties two 
or three hours a week for $8. per 
hour: References available. Phone 
635.5416. 2/3 
Newspaper roll ands from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635-7840. tfnp 
As new boy's ho~ey ekatee, top 
quality Micron brand, $25 per pair, 
sT- 11, 12 & 1. Phone 638-8398 or 
635-4140. tfnc 
12x14 8umlance trampoline, ~$8~)_: 
18 as.ft, deep freeze (1 yr. • old), $350: 
hood cover for Aetro or Safari van, 
welding supply business. Knowl- $.50: Smith torch set with extra tip.8, 
Excellent condition Inside and out, edge of welding Industry preferred, small acetylene & oxygen tanks wlm 
no rust. Asking $1,500 firm. Phone but not necessary. Please reply with cad, $550:14 feet new 6.Inch eecurl- 
624-9817. 2/3 resume to Valley Oxygen, 4751 Grelg New to town. Willing to train for any ty chimney (Ideal for apace heaters), 
Ave., Terrace, B.C.VSGIN2 112Sp form of logging Industry (choker, $100:2 18"x40" approved hearth 
P,83 bile Nl_Wn SeMrI; 2:door, &cylinder; 5.speed, not rust, ex- Welder required -- fabricated failer, etc.) or any other type of ful l  pads, $25 e.ach: a quare-n0_se 
cellent : condition/ Asking $4,200 aluminum materials. Knowledge In time work. Please send letter to File ehovelm, $2 eaoh: aqeertmo.m aT.new 
abe, Phone 638-8062 or 636-3~12 fishing Industry an asset. Phone 30, P.Jo Terrace Review, 4535 Grelg blaok w0od stove pipe, make otters. 
828.32451nPrlnceRupert. 2/1p Ava.,Terrsce, B.C, V8GIMT. 211p Phone~.889.7. 112~ 
aft  e p m, . . , . "  . , ~ 1 
Harvest gold electric stove. Asking 
$150 abe. Phone 638-0907 evenings. 
2110 
30.Inch Kenmora Mark Ilself clean- 
Ing range, white. $350.00..Phone 
635-2422. 1/25p 
Craftmetlc double bed, vibrator, 
heating pad, head and foot eleva- 
tion, 1 year old. $2,500. Phone 
635-6845. 2/22p 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635-5224 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 uni t ,  951 sq. ft .  
I un i t ,  1 ,800 aq. ft. 
Pohle .Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1,735 
sq, ft. each. Some office. 
Kelth .Ave. & Kenney St. 
615-7459 
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0nThomhill bench, cozy 1.bedroom Hadey- Oavldeon FXR, l~0Cc; in- 
h o.U,Se wlth vlew. ideal for llve-ln ar; cludee leather Saddlebags and fac- 
t i s t s  studlo or. young couple. • tory maintenance manual. : $7,000 
$250/rnonth. Phone 635-5176. firm: Phone 835.7840 and ask for 
Available Feb. 1. " Mark. .tfnp 
One bedroom furnished un!.t In  
Thornhlll. $260 per month. Ave, acre 
• Feb.1. Phone 635.4453. 311p 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al- 
ternatives makes you really free to 
choose. For.a"confidentlal, caring 
friend, cal'l Birthright, 635'3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST- 
ING. ' " . ' . . ' . ' .  ' " tfn 
Kltlmat Crlels Llne and referral ser- 
vlce.•Phone 632.4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m to 9 a.m: Answerlng ser- 
vlce durlng the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, Information Guess who's SO 
_ arid referral service. Fridays 10-12.  Happy Birthday 
Phone 638-0994. After hours 
635-3487. Confidentialityassured. LoVe Mom and the l(,ids 
• MOUNTAINVIEW tfn 
Skidoo 500, excellent condition. 
Asking $3,000. firm. Honda ATC 
.110, good condition. Asking $800. 
Phone 628-3525. 1110 
1980 GMC 4x4, short wheelbase, 
good running condition. Call • 
635-2189 after 6 p.m.. 2/8p 
1980 Ford truck for sale. Phone 
635-6845. 2/22p 
1979 Ford pickup F-150, automatic 
trans., tape deck and radio. Asking 
$1,300 OBO. Call 638-1419 after 2 
p.m. 2/22p 
19/7 Toyota 4x4. One owner, 49,000 
original miles, electric winch, fac- 
tory repair manuals. Rusty but good 
mechanical condit ion. $1,250. 
Phone 635-7840, ask for Mark. tfnp 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally .located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
bedroom units, l~undry 
facilities and parking. 
638.8398 "°° 
10x52' one bedroom trailer with 
wood heat. Cozy open living, dining, 
kitchen area. Fridge, stove Included. 
Two additions and wood sheds. 
Fenced yard, garden and green- 
house. Very reasonable pad rent in 
town. Serious Inquires only. Phone 
635-3103 after 5 p.m. 1127 
"Best in Town!" 1 
Summit Square 
. . . .  Apar tments  
II IOns bedroom from: Two bedroom from:" I s325 s per month ; .per month. 
• Attractive, sp-acious, with storage room. 
m Colored .appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless sinks. 
• Large balconies with screened patio dogie. 
m Laundry facilities. 
[] Security enter-phones and deadbolts. 
m .Fblly draped and to.ordinated to w/w'carpets. 
[] Six channel cetellite 7".V. 
[] Racquet courts . . . . . .  
[ ]  Ample parking. 
l . i  References required . . . .  
Phone: 635-5968 
55 hp Johnson outboard motor; con- 
trois, 2-5 gel, tanks, new spare prop 
included. Phone 638-1938 or 
638-8111. Ask for Jim. 213 
Marc crule~r prop. wanted. Approx- 
Imately 15/a x15 pitch, stainless- 
Will trade 40 acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
for a pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
a travel trailer. Call collect - -  Angele 
at (604) 492-3623. 3122p 
1972 Safewey mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility room, fridge, 
stove, natural gas furnace. Available 
in March. Asking $9,200 obo. Phone 
635.9268. 313 
1980 Frontier 8' camper; comes with 
3-way fridge, 4 burner stove with 
oven, port-a.potty closet, hydraulic 
jacks. -Asking $4,500. Phone 
627-7247. 2/3 
Travel trailer; sleeps 6, 3-way fridge, 
stove, oven, furnace, bathroom. Ask, 
Ing $1,500. Phone 624.9617. 2/3 
Kazama 150 skis with size 8 Koflach 
boots & Emery bindings, plus pol~./~ 
Asking $200. Phone 635.2118. 
• en's size 10 ski boots; great cOndi- 
tion, hardly used. Paid $375. Asking 
$150 obo. Phone 624.5148. 2/3 
Fisher downhill skis; 140 cm with 
bindings adjustable to boot sizes. 
Asking $60. Phone 638-0907 even- 
Ings,. :' .. '.... 2/10 
1974 Econollne van; ps, pb, asking 
$1000 obo. Utility trailer with 
canopy, $450 obo. Phone 624-3937. 
2/3 
steel. Must be in good shape. Phone 
627-8531. 2/3 
"As we loved you so we miss you; 
In our memory you are near. 
Loved, remembered, longed for 
always, 
Bringing many s silent tear." 
Rufus McDsmes (died Jan. 26, 1988) 
Is sadly missed by wife Phyllis, sons 
and daughters, grandchildren and 
great grandchildren, and Inlaws. 
1125p 
I I I  I 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old l.akelee 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 8,~5407 after 6 p.m. tfnG 
- D  
1972 Chev s,~-ton pickup. Asking 
$800. Pho ne 632-2429. 2/3 
Exercise •bike and exercise equip- 
ment wanted as soon as possible. 
Please phone 638.8398. 1125c 
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of 
Forests & Lands 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A31283 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 
16 of the Forest Act,.sealed tenders will 
be accepted by the Dlstdct Manager, 
Casslar Forest District Up to 9:30 a;m. 
on February 17, 1989, for Timber Sale 
Licence A31283 authorizing the harvest 
of 40,516 cubic meters of timber com- 
prised of 72.8% Lodgepole Pine, 19.6% 
Balsam, 4.7% Spruce and 2.8% Cot- 
tonw~od. 
LOCATION: Eastman Creek approx- 
Imately 150 km south of Dease Lake. 
TERM: Two years. 
Sealed tenders will be opened in the 
Distdct Office, Dsase Lake, B.C. at 
10:30 a.m., February 17, 1989. 
• Particulare may be obtained from the 
Distdct Manager, Ministry of Forest, 
General Delivery, I)ea.~ ~ke," B'C" 
VOC1LO. . . . .  
The successful bidder will not be cOn- 
sidered as a dealonated applicant under 
Section 18(5) of the Forest Act for the 
purpose of applylno for further timber in 
the Cassiar Timber Supply Area. 
i i i i  i r l  
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TENDERS FOR 
RENTED CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT 
. . . .  REGISTRATION 
CNmay wish to rent construction equipment during 1989 on an "as and when" re- 
qulred basis and Is presently compiling its Rental Equipment List. ;l'he following 
equipment may be required at variou s locations between Taverna, B.C. and Pdnce 
Rupert*, B.C.: " ' . . . .  
Tracks, BackhOes, Excevntors, Loaders, Crawler Tractors, Cranes,. Graders, 
Scrapers and other Miscellaneous Heavy Equipment • 
EqUipment Ilst~; and rates must be registered In accordance With and~n~thb 
documentation available at the following location: 
TRACK AND ROADWAY ENGINEER 
3480 Ople Crescent,-. 
Prince George, B.C., • ..... : * 
i TebphoneV2N 2P9 . (604) 566-8290 " i ~ " " ~ " ' " 
Equipment lists WILL NOT BE considered if provided on any other form than the 
document provided by the Railway. 
Registration of equipment, ogether with rates will be received up to 12:00 NOON, 
MOUNTAIN STANDARD TIME, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY lOth, 1989. Lis!S received after 
that date will not be considered. 
Equipment lists must include the following information and remain in effect until 3t 
December 1989 
Make, model, medal number, year, attachments, W.C.B. Registration No., amount 
liability Insurance cerdsd, business address and telephone. 
Equipment and rates registered must include operator. The above does NOT Include 
renting or leasing equipment without operators. 
The lowest or any quotation ot necessarily accepted. CN reserves the dght o select 
equipment based on age and condition. 
R.A. Walker 
• Senior Vice-President 
' Western Canada, 
Edmonton, Alberta 
. • . ,  . ;  
:: .- @ PROVINCE OF 
• . BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Ministry of Transportation 
- and Highways 
• < . •;i .:•. 
HIRED EQUIPMENT REGISTRATION 
The Ministry of Transportation and Highways in the Dease Lake 
Highways District Is compiling its Hired Equipment list and advises 
alrpersons'or-oompanles wishing'to have their rentable equipment 
such as trucks, backhoes, loaders, excavators, graders, rollers, 
scrapers, or tractors listed that they should contact the District Of- 
fice at Dease Lake. 
Equipment previously listed must be re.registered during the month 
of January. 
• Full details of equipment including serial numbers are required for 
registration. D.P. Stead, 
Dlstdct Highways Manager. 
Dated a{ Dease Lake, B.C. this 16th day of January, 1989. 1/25(: 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MINISTRY OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HIGHWAYS 
HIGHWAYS - TEHDERS 
Elxtoml District: Atlln 
Higlm~ Oiatdct: Stlklne 
PlqlCt or Job Nund)w: A5141 
ProjlCt or Job Dncdptlon: Clearing, Grubbing and 
Disposal of Material for Relocation of 
Highway/Airstrip atBob Oulnn on Highway t37. 
Lowest or any Tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tendl~ Opening Dain/TIme: February 02, 1989 at 
10:00 a.m. 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified Deposit Cheque is not re- 
qulrnd. 
Tender documents with snvelope, plans, specifica- 
tions and conditlonsof tender are available free of 
charge ONLY from Stlklne District Office, corner of 
Stlkice & Commercial Drive, General Delivery, Dease 
Lake, B.C. VOC 1LO, between the hours of 8:30 a.m, 
and 4:00 p.m. Monday to Friday, except Holidays. 
Phone number of originating offico: 771-4511. 
Pre-Tender meeting will be held at: Bob Oulnn Lake 
Highways Camp. " 
Date/Time: January 27, 1989 81 11:00 a.m. • 
Tenders will be opened at Stlklne OIstdct Office, cor- 
ner ot Stlklne & Commercial Drive, General Delivery, 
Daase Lake, B.C. VOC 1LO. g.p. bm, 
Min~xy olemL • 
211~ 
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RESIDENCE / 
FOR SALE 
The B.C. Buildings Corporation in- 
vites Offers to Purchase the follow- 
lag Land and Improvements. 
LOCATION: First Street, At,n, B.C. 
LE6AL DESCRIPTION: Lots 6, 7 and 8, 
Block 16, Townslte of Atlin Plan 678. 
IMPROVEMENT DESCRIPTION: Three 
bedroom, partial basement log dwelling 
comprising approximately 1070 square 
feet. 
SITE DESCRIPTION: Centrally located 
with excellent views of Atlin Lake. 
Information/Offer toPurchase pack- 
ages may be obtained from Michael 
Sampson, Real Estate Analyst, 
British Columbia Buildings Corpora- 
tion, 3350 Douglas Street, P.O. Box 
1112, Victoria, B.C., V8W 2T4;I 
Telephone 387-7382 (Victoria) or I 
1-800-742-6152 (toll free). 
m :]z z 
P r o ~  
[ t  ~ .  ~ British Columbia . I  
I ~111~rb ] Ministry of Health 1 
~ j  Division 0f I 
~ Vital StatiStic s I 
"NAME ACT" (Section 6(1)) NAME OF APPLICANT IN FULL: Mary Ann Relchert I 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR OF/Ntoe~02 ' ~.~ay Avenue ... I 
CHANGE OF NAME .'fo,ow- " " I 
NOTE: Appl~tlon for change of name must .bemade 1, To change my name I 
to the director of vital Statistics I~Om the expiration ow FROM" Surname' Rsichert . m 
M nionths fronl the date of ~bl"tloll of 'hl;l n°(~ "g iven  N~'  Ma ly  Ann ~ 1 ~/ )  ~ 
NOTICE: 15 horeby given that an application will be 10- Surname' Shel ' . ; i 
made to the Oireclor of Vital Slatlsilcs fm',a change ~ "Given N~l~Jl' MaP/Ann. .: ~ :,' I i 
r ,~  pursuantto tbe provisions of the Name Act Dated this 17th ~!~ of Jan : ~ 
:Review - - Wednesday, January 25, 1989 " 
• , , .  , day : Holi  
:::,Shopping 
Act done 
TERRACE-- While local busi- 
nesses and • politicians con-  
template their position on Sun- 
day shopping, the official word 
from Attorney General Bud: 
Smith is that the Holiday Shop 
ping Act is officially gone and ~i~ 
won't be replaced. Attorney 
General Staff lawyer Jan:Rossley 
had earlier indicated that the- ~•:.. 
.lawyer Joe Array of-. the.-. 
ministry~s Constitution. Depart-: 
-meat:was considering further ~:  :!i!i~ 
appeal or new legislation, but :~:•: 
Smith's latest revelation draws . . .~  
that avenue, to. a close. 
This leaves many local mer- --  
chants on uncharted ground. 
Skeena Mall, management has 
decided on a policy which would 
sce.~dl of their tenant businesses 
Open on'Sundays. This position, 
however, hasn't been well 
received by a number .of store • 
owners.-One survey indicates 
that more than half oppose the 
idea, and of the 2,0 percent who 
are in favor, half were either 
open on Sundays. prior to the 
court decision or have been 
opening ever since. 
Accord ing  to  one  Owner .  thi s 
leaves Skeena Mall merchants in 
a difficult position: While Sun- 
day OPening may not be accept- 
able for a number of reasons, to 
remain closed could mean a fine 
imposed by the landlord or out- 
right eviction, prior to press 
time, a :mall management rep 
resentative, Carrol MacLean, 
failed to respond to an earlier 
phone message and later was 
unavailable for comment. 
In the meantime, Mayor Jack 
Talsti'a says he h~ received 
several phone calls complaining 
\ . .  
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Three Northwest Communl ty  College students received B.C. Telephone Bursar les valued-:at:$250 each. i rom 
District Network  Manager Don Kerr last week. The B,C. Telephone awards • are giv:en out per iod ica l ly to  selected 
students qual i fying for f inancial  assistance. Pictured above with Kerr are:Joan Matwick  0 f the  Early Chi ldhood • 
Education program and Anita Jordan and Kate Finley of the Human Service Worker program. : • : i i .  :- 
Terrace Peaks to cele:brate 20th year - : : : :  
The Terrace Peaks Gym- They began with literally no of local volunteers. Since that limits of their ability - -  almost. 
nastics Club is celebrating its equipment however. For a $1.50 : time, the club has obtained the To offer the best in :training, 
20th anniversary this month and annual membership, youngsters best possible equipnient and a u/ys Neves, the Club needs i t s  
local organizers have invited the practiced gymnastics onl old professional instructor who can own facility where equipment 
entire community for cake and mattresses under the supervision offer local youth training to the can be permanently set up . ,  = 
coffee during an openhouse at I: .. _. . . ... . . . . . . . . . .  -. . ..- . . ..... 
lege thanked  10y RusSians Co l  : 
p.m. this Sunday at the Thorn- . , 
hill Community Centre. Accor- . ) - ~ . ' . . . . .  
ding to. club spokesman Erica " 
Neves, they were unsure o f  their . .. • - . . . .  ' " " . . . .  " " " 
exact history, but a letter ecent- A letter from,Ottawa's Soviet "In such difficult molnents, it puses:  :coHect:ed m0re:ii:~than 
ly received from the club,s Ambassador;E. Liakina, recog- is so important to feel the sup- 1200,Q00::pe~eswhich:We.l~;..r- 
organizers, .John..and" Ellen - nizes the contribution of.No~h- ,portoi" people around you," he sonally'delivered to .m.e.~Ussmn 
. . . .  . ~ . ....... . i  ~. ............ : " .wrote. • . • ..... Embassy in ' : .Ottawa by couege 
Simons, has b/0ught them (li~to west Community College Adult ." *. " ..... .instructor. ROgue. Be~aume 
.date. Basic Education students who ............ • 
Naves says that the open .collected over. $2,000 for the. :NWCC campuses m:  the during the:-las, t- week of 
house gives the club an oppor- . assistance..of Armenian earth- . region mo e. than doubled their '.December: ' ...... " .-.:" 
tunity to publically displaytheir quake victims last month, In his g0a] of collecting :I00,000 :pen: .:. Their f(indraising effort began 
plans and amodel of a proposed letter Liakina . thanked thei nies which wereto bei~dded:to:: with,: a challenge from the 
$1.3 milHon gymnasium corn- students for their "'warm Words the_Cimadian relief~ effort for Castlegar campus of. Selkirk: 
plex, and to demonstrate just of sympathy" and. "sincere help. Armenian: e, arthquake, victims, College who came.up:.with-the 
.. In total, .the sixnorthwest cam- - originai~ide~, butno  score was 
about  Sunday shopping, but 
while Smithers council is lobby- 
ing the provincial government 
for new legislation, Terrace has 
decided to discuss the matter 
with Victoria before taking a 
course of action. 
• how far they've come is .the past 
20 years. She says that the club 
began in January 1%9, with 
local organizers and help from 
Clarence Michiel Elementary 
principal Les Orr providing the 
momentum. 
Long-time resident 
George Gregg dies 
and compassion". ....:.. 
; - 
' . • • 
Mills Memorial asks 
fling in British Columbia, he met 
and married his wife, Elaine, a 
former school principal with 
School District 88, who died on 
May 7, 1983 of pneumonia. 
Gregg served in the Canadian 
army during World War II and 
has been a member of the Royal 
Canadian Legion, Branch 13, 
since moving to Terrace in 1954. 
But George is best known for his 
cheerful visits to downtown mer- 
chants; and his many friends in 
the local pubs, bringing a bit of 
the Irish blarney to the new 
land. It was while he was making 
the rounds that he joined the 
Downtown Lions. He is fondly 1 
remembered by hundreds 'of 
visitors towatch cl:,3ck 
my~ he migrated north where he race; and Brian; eight :~and. 
-~"ked his way west across children and three great:grand- 
'WVI  ~ , . . . .  . " " " " "  ~ '~ 
-~ , ' . . : .He- :~L(  a - found ing  children. -' " 
.... " " ,the NDPc. .  Funeral ~,r~c~.._.w~e..held: mmb r;:0f-.th :C ,_ . . . . .  
: .~~Wj~o 'n : t~e~' ra ln~ January ~,  at 2 p,m,, Pastor 
. . . . . . .  d~~~sio~Af~r  ~e~.,, ' John Stei,berg presiding; ., 
Administrat ion and  staff at Mills Memoria l  
Hospi ta l  recently expressed concern that local peo- 
ple with friends and family members in hospital  are 
not observing visiting hours, creating problems for 
both patients and medical  staff. 
"Our patients (your family and friends) need adequate r st 
in order to get better quickly," said MMH administrator 
Norm Carelius. "Often patient rooms are crowded with 
visitors who stay well beyond the approved visiting times. 
This is detrimental to our patients and we respectfully urge 
the public to observe our visiting regulations. Your ,co- 
operation will be helpful and greatly appreciated." 
Vis i t ing  hours  
Pediatrics 
Psychiatry 
Medica l /Surg ica l  
,X"  
3'p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Parents may visit 8 a.m. to I p.m; 
3 p.m.  to  8 p .m.  
3 p .m.  to  5 p .m.  
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Children may visit 3 p.m,,lto 5 p.m, 
Sundays only. 
I George Uregg, a ~3-ycar •vt- l 
race resident, died at the age of I "83, Wednesday, January 18, at 4 p.m. at Terraceview Lodge. 
Gregg had been suffering from 
pneumonia for several days Maternity . 
when he died. • " ' " " 
Born on an Irish farm in May ~ : : : 
1905, " Gregg immigrated  t ° Terrace residents. "i ~: ::.--.: " p ,m.  S ib l ings  may v is i t  3 p .m.  ~ :,;,~:. 
Am'cries at the age of 19. After a He m survived-by tM'~ dons, ~ 6 I~lln, and  7 p;m, to  8 p,m. (h~lf ~- :!" i 
short stint:in tla=,American ar- Robert in Kitimat; Seen in T~-  : '  ~" • '  . . . . .  ~ .. ;,:~: . hour visits 0nly);. -- :':- 
3 p .m.  to  5 p .m,  : . . . . . .  
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Fathers may v is i t .10a,m,  to 8 : 
inte~risl~ (~sre :  5 tO io  minutes at. the  dlsGretion::  
:•.Unlt•~•i.:~ r" ~ ~I  ' . . . .  . . ~ " Of  thenurse  •,or phys!o lan .  " ' . 
c idr" ,-2- 0f.  m..ot m- 
.• dicated•above; TW6~is;totsonlY~er-"~tient,." ..... :..".-.'• •:."::i:i. 
kept. as •towho won the challenge . 
- -  the idea•wasn't toI Win, :~nly 
to 0ffer:help tOthose an:need, in  ~ 
• that spirit, the.college effort was 
joined ~Y• college staff and 
students, local children and  
many businesses. 
• - . , . . . . ,~ .  
y0uare 
getting married..: 
This basket -holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
::helpful for you.  
• Ca l l  your  
~:  Welcome Wagon 
,~ :;i ~hoMels  today.  
• . .  : . • i i~$k12N ~ " 
. 1 
. . / -  , .  
'./:i::i ~. 
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vironment with a touch Of Ger - " "  '~ 'i:1i:. 
.many".- " - !.: : i :  :.: "i :ii'~:! 
,v0iyes a scaled-down develop- 
ment pam!lelto CrescentSt. in 
Th0rnhlll; and the fishing resort 
.:.he~ing, scl~eduled for Thurs: 
.:day, Feb. 16, will review a pro- 
posal for a 14=guest,three-cabin. 
• facility, about fiveslmiles west of 
Terrace. All three hen.rings are 
.: scheduled for-7:30 p.m. -~ 
The original hearing for the 
Mount Layton proposal was 
heard last October,-but came. 
,under fire from 16 Lakelse Lake 
• residents who:.~aid.the proposal 
was too vague. Theyasked that 
• - . . 
-the regionaldistrict reqmre ar- 
chit¢~'t Alex. Inselb'erg to submit 
definite proposals on s .lgcific de-. 
-velopments for the 'sitsand• that 
each "be apprmted on.their Own 
merit: The ~prcsbni 'pi0P~. 'ai. in - 
dudes only a smali/~rti0n Of 
the land immediately xiorth of. 
Resisting the u~e to ',got !tall inthere" 
Last,week we look~'d at Some basic considerations .for starting.. 
out with a business computer. In the next.couple of,weeks we'll 
• discuss electinl~ vendors, software and hardware. ~ Butfirst,-I., .. 
want to .pass on some cautionary words-on overall approaches to
bringing computers into your-business which should 'apply to 
your purchasing and conversion strategy-regardless of where you 
buy and What make or typeof computer that you buy.- 
Three weeks ago we started with a list of six or seven business 
activities that could benefit from the use of a ~:omputer. Let's say 
in your case all activities apply to your business. The temptation 
thenis for you torun right out, immediately get a computer and 
buy programs tO handle all your activities, from word processing 
and spreadsheet, through desktop ublishing and data manage- 
ment, to accounting, inventory and Specialty sbRware. 
Should you pursue such a course, maybe to take advantage of 
some "specials", you almost force yourself into taking the next 
logical step and/,'GET IT ALL IN THERE", In other words you 
wantto immediately computerize most adivities of  your business. 
What's wrong with that, you.ask? 
Nothing if.you have lots of money* and can afford to hire a 
high-priced conversion team. Also nothing if you don't mind 
adding-10 hoursa day to your existing 25-hour day, and you 
don't mind driving • your partners and employees to exasperation, 
and you don't mind completely estranging your spouse and loved 
ores .  
In short, as I've said before, TAKE YOUR TIME. Only buy 
software as you need it. Master and get comfortable with the ap- 
plications and setup that you have before getting the next item. 
This especially holds true for computer accounting and applica- 
tions such as inventory. One should not convert accounts to com- 
puter until one has basic computer operating skills that one can 
develop through use of word processing and spreadsheets and 
their associated file management operations. 
Look at it from Murphy's point of view. If you make a serious 
mistake with a memo or letter in word processing the most you 
lose is one document-- exasperating maybe, but not totally 
disastrous. On the other hand, a serious mistake or set of 
mistakes with yourlaccounting software could cost you as much 
as that year's set of books. Since this is a family newspaper, I 
~won't describe the screams of anguish I've heard when this hap- 
pens. 
NEXT WEEK: Vendors, Software, • Hardware: The main con- 
siderations in buying a computer. 
. , . :  . :  ,. ~-  - ,  - .~ " !  ... . : : , .  / , ,  , . r .  ~ ~.~.~2, ~: .~ .~ . , -  . . . . .  ' . ,~" .~ . ~ ,= 
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Cornp.utalk 
by Ralner Glannolle 
Certlflod Data Procoesor. 
tive to the community.-He says 
the' project ~ will include•occa- 
sional buffer, zones and fencing 
to provide Privacy, larger-than- 
average trailer pads and will in- 
clude a caretaker residence plus 
central play areas for children. 
According to a 1987 regional 
• district -study, •most ' existing 
. mobile home parks are .full, . says 
Sl~eppard, and. -this:type. of 
! I I I 
requix~es rezoning from Two 
Family Residential to Mobile 
.Home Parkbefore any] develop- 
• merit can take place~ 
If the park.is developed, Shep- 
pard says, it Will provide "con- 
tinuity" to future development 
in :Thornhill and will be atti'ac- 
then'iparallelsthe Pacific North- . ' - . ' • . .  " ' 
e rn /Gas  right-0f-way bes ide  T : . . . .   ros o.tSt, Tho andispresent" : uer race  c i ty  counc i l  in b r ie f  
ly' unsurveyed crownland and _ . 
TERRACE--City council pass- tions of the Finance, Personnel the Ad Channel until Jan. 9, 
ed resolutions on• the following and Administration Committee 1994.. 
items during their last meeting, were, also. adopted: (1) six 
Some items of  importan'ce or changes to internal financial Items relating to Planning 
general public interest have been management as suggested ,by the and Pub l i c  Works  
dealt with elsewherein this issue 1988 Interim Audit; (2) three - • The following recommenda- 
while others may be described in 2400 baud modems will be tions of the Planning and Public 
detailifi Inter issues. " " ' " " " " " replaced by 9600 baud units at a Works Committee have been 
Items- oi. correspondence- cost of $6,700; (3) anitem on the. adopted .by council: (1) the city 
• • cheque vendor's report sent to will go to tender on a replace- 
• A letter supporting a pro- the committee by Bob Cooper ment for an aging grader -- 
posed Big Brothers/Sisters Pro- was determined to be Satisfac- estimated cost is about $120,000 
gram has been -forwarded to tory and received, and the old unit is expected to be 
local organizers to indicate corn- sold for about $30,000 to 
munity support-for a local pro- • A memo updating the use of $36,000; (2) approval was given 
gram. • Letters Of support for the the city's Kermode Bear logo for the Director of  Operations 
was received for information, and Environmental Foreman to 
Onion Lake. cross-country ski ~ Thememo notes that the folow- attend the 1989 B.C. Water.and 
development will be •written to ink businesses and organizations Waste Technical Seminar in 
district and regional- offices of .  have been granted permission to~ Richmond on Feb. 20 and .21 at 
the Ministry. of Forests and  use the logo: the RoYal Cana- • a cost,of.S1,800; (3) a response 
'Forests minister Dave Parker.• diafi Legion for lapelpins Until." . tdNDP MLA DaleLOvick's 
• Following receipt of a letter .Sept. 18, 1993; Blue Ridge/concerns.with e relaxing o f  
fi'om the" North '  .Central Graphics for hats, T-shirts,' .load size and pilot car restrie- 
Municipal Association, council crests and artcards until Sept. ti0ns will state that a review.of 
willbe inviting a representative 28, 1993; Rainbow Embroidery ..the .Motor Vehicle Act and 
of the Northern Interior Univer- for T-shirts until Nov, 22, 1993;. Street and Traffic By-Law pre- 
sity Society .to make a local and Okanagan Skeena Group sents • no~ cause, for, concern . 
presentation.- Ltd. for free city advertising on within the city. 
In. response to a letter from 
the District of Kitimat asking for 
support for a Kitimat ferry ter- ~ . ~ , 
minal, council will write a letter 
.supporting an overall study of" 
North Coast ferry service. It was 
noted that their response avoid- 
ed naming any particular 
destinations. 
• It was decided to join the 
Prince .Rupert Bar ASsociation 
in their opposition to the gee . . . .  : 
ernment's closing of the Prince :?d_. 
Rupert Land Registry office in ~,~:~ :~ 
-~L :!.: ~ :~: 
favor of a centralized computer . . . . .  
based provincial system, 
• A letter from the Chetwynd 
Speed Skating Club was received 
for information. The letter re: , ~ _ _  - " 
quested .that speed skating . . ~ m ~  "?{" 
events be included m the 1991 . ~",,~ ' 
Northern B.C. Winter Games to 
be held m Terrace. " 
• I tems,  re la t ing  tO " ' " " ~" " 
Flnance, Personnel _ I ~ ~ ~ l J l  I 
and Administration- 
• Following the recommen- 
dation of !he Finance, Personnel 
and Admnmstration Committee, I ' MOIORI  / I 
c°utlcil has'decided t° h°n°r ! ~ - - ~ N ~ I  o ~';o ~ [ ?  I i 
their commRment o Britton _._...__ _ 
Taxidermy. The decision denies , ~ .~ '13~ :"°" 
Peter Martinson of Bornite 
Mountain T~idermy any part in 
the gift of a mounted Kermode CATCH THE ACTION 
Bear to the city and he advised 
council that his lawyer was in2/ Visit the Northern Motor Inn, for 
vestigating further action, n ight ly  enter ta inment .  Come to  
Related-to this same item, whoro the ACTION is. 
another recommendation was 
also adopted and the city will be 
drafting a policy regarding the. u a0,  Hwy,  16 East  !"; 
of gifts, n 635 6375 ~ |•;' acceptance
• The following recommends2 i • . -.. , , . , - ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  = = . • ~  
i~i~/~i~.~i~i ' ~i~.!-. ~ ~f~N~, ' "~ ~ ' . l =  m nn.  ,,qp,~- . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ •  .~.--~ ~L ~-%, , , - -~- f " -•~ .-" - -  • - 
:':The.'.Mbunt .:Layton- Hot the present, resort and~only in-"';:de~elopmeni is .. required in the of Terrace on behalf, of 
S~fliigsjdevel0pment, a, Thom-:- volves.the-construction:of the .area. He adds:that:the park:will- Wolfgang Voelker and Heman 
. . . .  :ilJ(mbb|le ~ home .park and: a.  gas bar and-recreatibfi~i:~¢61~icib? bring :inci~eased revenue to the Sieglinde Sailer, all of West G.er:. 
"fishing lodge'on the .S.kCena.will- park. .- i .  ""•-i~/ ':.. community ~ .provide .space .many.:-~.. 
all :be' subject, O pubhc hearings. - The: Thomhill mobile home"-f0r / exl~aiisk/ii, :whichl ~Wili :be 
at the offices: .of the .Regional park.consists~ofa modified vet- needed with;future growth •and In his application, Lussier 
District of Kitimat-Stikine .next sion of a 100,site pr0posalsub, devel0pmentin he Terrace area. says the development would 
month..The :HOt. Springs/pie-. : mitted: by Roger: Sheppard of. . ..... consist~.0f, one main lodge, three 
I~sal,. scheduled. for. Tuesday; / Th' Ornhill. The, latest proposal, .The fifial hearing-involves.the .guest cabins'for up to 14 guests, 
Feb,. 13i inv01ves a scaled;dbwn: :Sheppai~d's third'try in about 12 construction Of a fishing:resort a staff residence and a small og. 
expansion i .projeCt - Which / monthsl..has ', been scaled down on a 30-acre parcel.ofland, near home for Voelker and his wife, - 
.originally included" a..g~s .bar/.. 'by a.boui ,half" and n0w meets : tbe:Skeem/iRiver, :about :five who plan to take up permanent 
laundromat; a 200- Space recrea-, recommendations..made-by the .-miles.west of Terrace. The prol~., residence in the Terrace area 
donal :vehicle park, .three/ball Th0rnhill. Advisory Planning erty must., first be rezoned .from sometime next year. He says that 
.fields-and, rodeo grounds;..the r-,,,,,m;~dnn 'Th'o.: devel0nment; -Low Density Rurat. to  Rural the design of the complex would 
mobile homel park proposal,; tO ----~i~"idth~ave"access'. . . . .  . from'the'Ed~" . . . .  .-,' ResbrL.... ~:The.....rezoning: . applica-. ~ . all0w, guests ~ to relax in a 
• .beheard the f01ioWingmght,in" 'pire-Paquefte ~intersecti0n and" tmn!'was.'filedby Pierre Lussner":"Canadian-styie log cabin en- 
Lussier says  ithat~::the "
developers plan: to hire Willy .~' 
Vogl Of Terrace and one .other: 
local certified guide. Using two - 
riverboats, the guides•would 
drive guests tothe Kasiks .boat 
launch ,(about 24 •miles west Of 
Terrace)- and  fish the Skeena 
River "far fromthe main:cr0wd 
and hot spots .known to fisher-. • 
men". According to Lussier, the . .. 
lodge'w0uld operate from July 1 
to about mid-September andthe 
area would benefit financially 
from this type of business.i ~ ~ :?/ • 
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+estern United.states. .. . sJon~iWhatisn~ed"t~o~v:,+ be abOut" $50.000..for "each 95@• ,~, ty+.•;la]~ge noUgE..+fo C+'•the!+:+• +: : . 
• " +but also :~ClOSe', . . . . .  + ... .  . :c0m~tment+ -square' foot unit,.and for those development +'"'-:~o . . . .  
- •~" he-says,+ ~e'. f i .+rm . . . . . . . .  ' ' '  t - -  ~ . . . . . .  ' J  .~ " ': +'~'J " . : '  :" . " . 
dream of affordable housing for by tod  Slrachsn = + from locai :i+s'enibrs. ' A first- wanting a :little: more space, the downtown core, + r +'+~ :: " k~+ "f ". ' "' + ' ` ' `+ +" : " ' ' '  + ' 
• " . . . . . . . . . .  " OblS q . . . . . .  | ,formati+l: '  . . . . .  • an  ~ . . . . .  seni6rs in Terrace. The idea for . . .  phase+: :32-U~t+:~+l~ndominium-' : 1,15 uare foot • units are `+ ,paimu says . . . . . . . . . . . .  " + 
a•: seniors' housing complex A deal on  a piece of crown-, style c0mplex'+c0uld be !under-avail= on demand. +++ meeting'has been scheduled f6 r  
• ~ .began to take shape in April of owned, land east 0f.the Terrace . wa3, aS earlyas May." . . . .  The •. Concept ~ described by.. Wedsnesday, .Feb. +8 ia,t +3 l~:.m: ++~.: " ' 
• + last year when about 50 pe0p+e courthouse . complex didn't .. :. : Project mapagement has been Schmidt led to a sec()nd meeting ~,here" I~he¥: h'Ope ~ tO: get  s0me: 
materialize last fail, but accor~i-,.- placed in the hands of Dennis a + few. Weeks +later where +/the feedbackas to exactly how.many : 
SkeenaSeniors' HousingSociety seniors.want o make a com~t- :  
-attended a.meeting at the.Happy 
. Gang Centre .• tol isten to lower ing to society spokesman Fred 
main land + developer +Harry-.Berghauser they now have a 
Schmidt of Harwood Industries ••deposit on  another piece of 
describe projects he had built+in property close tothe downtown 
the lower mainland and north- core and large enough for future • 
Palmu o f  Impact Construction 
and he says a consultant has 
already been hired and a search 
fo r  government funding has 
begun. The estimated cost will 
was formed' with 24 paid-up merit towardstheproject..With.: 
members, With .a society and 25 Ormore  units sold,++hesays,- 
board of directors in place, the.. the project will be on .its way/to 
search began for a piece of prop- completion. 
, + . - 
W 
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+HARDBODY B()N uS 
•+The Hardbody vs the comparably equipped competition* 
I 
.Hardbody Ford Toyota Mazda 
King Cab Olx. Ranger Super Cab Extra Cab  Cab Plus 
$11,589"* . $13,126 $13,218 . $12,530 
*Coat  compar i son  baaed on  MSRP la  of January  6,  1989 for  
N l laan  K ing  Cab De lux® wi th  bonUa Jump seat  , ,t  no  charge  
**P lus  f re ight ,  p re -de l lvery  char ( lea ,  I l cen¢e  and  taXea.  
Buy a-1989 Nissan Hardbody King Cab DLX 
4x2 from January 18 through February 28 
and we'll throw in a truckload of options. 
Fold'away jump seatS, cut-pile carpeting, 
power steering, Cloth bucket seats and 
AMIFM cassetteradio. All at no extra cost. 
You'll save more than $1500 over a + 
comparably equipped Toyota. And almost • 
$1000 over a Mazda Cab Pluswith 
comparable options.* 
Only a Nissan King Cab can carry this off 
with a 5-speed manual transmission, a gutsy 
: 2.4 litre fuel injected 106 horsepower engine, 
a 1400 lb. payload and a 3500 lb. towing 
capacity. 
Double wall construction in the cargo box 
adds extra protection for corrosion-resistant 
body panels. 
All for $111589.** 
Take a look for yourself at one of the B.C. 
Nissan.Dealers. Do it soon because a truck 
like this, with a deal like this, won't sit on a 
I~t too  Iono. " + 
NO Charge 
Cloth Seats 
No Charge 
Power Steering 
, . . ,  
[ '~ 
rNo Charge AM/FM Cassette;Radi0,+:+i:-+~ + ~ + ;~'~ +:~:' +~ '+ " + " ' I "  
No Charge Cut pile Carpet . . . .  "+  ' : :  • . :+ ' .+ '.~;'.;.,+++++i+ 
. . . . . .  , + +  ~+++ :i?+;i+: ++ +
'89 KING CAB DLX. $11,589"* 
No Charge Jump.! 
.- ..,: .-, .. ,. :+  : - :,:, - _ *~.:,+ .. ~ :, 
L•  
, +, :..~..:i, .++ j:!,~, : ~'~+, .~ ' .!,;-~.:+ 
. " ~.'+': ~ . "  :+t, + ~ . +~,_+' .+ -++ +,~-,'+ • '  
. . . . .  , + . i+~ .+{. -.+" 
+ + +'++" + :+'+~++++'+++ +1 :;'~ " +m : ~ +l~ 
• • . - .~+ + • ~,  ,+.,+ +. :+ 
.... + 'm9 Micra 
1.2 Iitre 4 cyl inder 
ront -wheel  dr ive 
speed overdr ive manua l  
:ransmission + 
=,ear w indow defroster 
• . .  .. ".';.i. " 
87989"" 
• Front disc brakes 
• Ha logen head lamps 
• All season radial  t ires 
• Recl in ing cloth bucket 
-seats 
NO COST 
NlSSAii WARRANTY 
. :. II,IY ~+. ' +3 yearsi60,O00 km 6 yearsllO0,O00 km 
on main :,:i!)~!~ :i:,+.~.~ lull coverage ÷ p0wedrain group 
**plus freight, pre-delivery charges, licence 
and taxes 
OFF='R STARTS JANUARY 18  AND ENDS FEBRUARY!28  i, • + • • 
B.C. NISSAN DEALER 
rHERN NISSAN 
m W v • - -  
i:' ~:+' 4425 KEfl'I'I AVENUE,TERRACE, B,C, 635-6174' 
i + ~ 
Y 
~-,i•!.; •.' i. i-~ 
/:.-i :~,i ;:~I! '~ " -  ~ 
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